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l^7E NEED ALLIES

T¥1::Yec:a;:itl:::ls##:
Let us start with the facts. At the end

of June  the  University  and  College
Union Executive launched a campaign
to persuade  its  members to  mount an
academic       boycott       of      Israeli
universities.  Since  then,  several  other
unions  - the NUJ,  UNISON  and the
TGlh/ section of UNITE -have shown
similar tendencies.

According to their website, the UCU
is   ``the   largest   trade   union   and
professional association for academics,
lecturers,  trainers,  researchers  and
academic-related  staff  working  in
further     and     higher     education
throughout  the  UK".  That  a  boycott
call should come from such a group is
horrifying in the extreme. No Jew with
any  sense  of history  could  fail  to  be
sickened.

But  what  is  going  on?  Is  this  an
example of the infiltration of Islamists
backed by Middle Eastern money? Of
the recrudescence of anti-Semitism?

There  is  no  evidence  of  Islamic
complicity whatsoever. At the heart of
what is going on are the machinations
of   the   Socialist   Workers   Party.
Remember them from the 60s?

The Socialist Workers Party reached
their zenith of influence with the anti-
Apartheid movement, originally called
. . .the Boycott Movement. Ever since,
they have been in decline and looking
for  a  cause.  Though  there  are  no
serious  comparisons  between  South
Africa then and Israel today, there are
sufficient    superficial    points    of
similarity  for  a  case  to  be  made  by
those without principles in search of a
Cause.

There is no evidence of blatant anti-
Selnitism either -though the campaign
provides a fertile recruiting ground for
angry young Muslims.

But  the  Slh7P  couldn't  have  done
this  all  on  its  own.  First,  there  are
individuals dotted around the country
who  are  well known  for their rabid,
fanatical  opposition  to  Israel.  They
make flrm allies, joining far right to
far  left.  They  do  include  some  very
unpleasant people. Second, and much
more importantly, there are thousands
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of seemingly intelligent but frustrated
citizens   `out  there'  -  even  in  our
universities  and  colleges  -  who  feel
hopeless about the ever rising tide of
conflict in the world and are prepared
to be seduced by the proposition that
it must all be down to Israel's struggle
with  the  Palestinians.  If  a  boycott
against Israel is the way forward, then
it's worth giving it a try since it is the
only strategy on the table. What we
have are the politics of despair fed by
the hard left in search of a cause.

Horrifying. Sickening. But why is it
a   wake   up    call   to    the    Jewish
community - as ever the scapegoats or
the proxy scapegoats?

It   is   an   alarm   call   because   it
underlines  the  withdrawal  of  our
community  in  recent  years  from  the
grass roots of political and civic life. It
is true that at the commanding heights
of British  society  - our  government,
the  leadership  of British  universities,
UN  affiliates  in  Britain  -  there  is
universal  condemnation of the UWU.
As    a   community,    we    are   well
connected.  But when  it  comes  to  the
grass roots - in the  local branches  of
the Labour Party, in the trade unions,
in the common rooms, in the plethora
of  political  and  civic  organisations
where  activists  build  support  and
alliances,  we   are   no   longer  well
represented.

It has something to do with the size
of the Jewish community -there aren't
enough  of us  to  go  round.  But  it  is
more  fundamental  than  that.   It  is
largely a function of excessive reliance
on the sfe/crzc77cz# - the court Jew - the
illusion of our self-sufficiency, and of
our  introversion,  our  continuing  self-
perception as victim.

Let us seemingly change track for a
few paragraphs.

Next spring will see the launch of a
major new British Jewish institution.
It will be called ResponsAbility and it
will  address  the  cutting  edge  ethical
issues of our time - particularly in the
areas    of   the    environment,    the
developing  world,  poverty,  human
rights,  medical  and  business  ethics.
Just  as  Community  Security  Trust
provides us  with  security  and Jewish
Care concerns itself with our welfare,

so ResponsAbility will develop Jewish
values, responses and action.

ResponsAbility has a strap line from
the  second paragraph  of the Amidah:
"Shutofin  loulcrmi  b 'tik:lou:n  olam.  TNe

are all partners in the repairing of our
world".  Therein  lies  the  key  to  the
Jewish future.

As we have often pointed out, there
are 2 billion  Christians  in the world,
1.2  billion  Muslims  and   14  million
Jews. In Britain the Jewish population
is less than one half of one percent of
the  population.   It  is   ludicrous  to
suppose that we can repair the world
on our own. Our smallness of numbers
reveals both a pragmatic and spiritual
reality.   Partnerships   are   always
essential.         Which        is        why
ResponsAbility  will  have  people  of
otber faiths and from secular agencies
on its Advisory Board. Which is why
ResponsAbility will place the highest
priority  on  working  with  others,
networking,  forming  alliances  and
collaborating.

That brings us back to the boycott.
We cannot fight Israel's cause on our
own.  We can only resist our enemies
and those who think that the Palestin-
ians  have  high  political  sympathy
ratings  by  being  able  to  call  upon
relationships,  partnerships,  networks
forged at a grass roots civic level in a
wide range of areas.

It may be tough out there in the staff
rooms,  common rooms, branches and
shop floors but we have to engage - in
this   case   advocating   cooperative
projects  that  help  Palestinians  and
Israelis alike -emphasising the politics
of hope rather than despair.

On a wider level, we need to engage
with a broad range of civic, social and
ethical  issues  -  ResponsAbility  will
point  up  a  large  number - wherever
public  opinion  is  being  fomed.  We
must do this predominantly because it
is what Judaism is all about, it is what
Jews do, it is what being a blessing to
all  the  families  of the  earth  actually
means. But, as it so happens, it is also
our  best  form  of protection.  As  `the
smallest  of nations',  we  need  all  the
allies and partners we can get. We must
wake up and wise up. You need friends
and allies in this world I



FORTY
YEARS  ON

Last month marked the fortieth
anniversary Of the Six Day War.

The British Je:wish community
kept the coryunemoration low

key. Opponents Of Israel used it
as an occasion to attack the
occupation Of the TIfest Bank

and the leadership Of the
community responded by

keeping its collective head
down and fiocusing on next

year 's sixtieth anniversary Of
the establishment Of the State.

TMANNA asked a number Of

prondneut figures to recall
where they were fiorty years

ago and say how they
feat then and feel now.
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MIRAGE
Paul Usiskin

IWAS TAKING MOCK A-LEVELS
and  had  already  acquired  a pro-
Israel profile at school, so that one

of my teachers  scared me by hauling
me out of the exam and taking me to
the common room to hear the news of
the outbreak of the Six Day War.

I  was  too  young  to  volunteer  and
deeply envious of those whose physique
enabled them to  cheat and go,  not to
fight but to replace the men who had
gone to war from the kibbutzim. Own-
ing   a   copy   of  Naomi   Shemer's
Yerushalayim  Shel  Zahav  record  aLrrd
reading  the  Seventh  Day,  the  collec-
tion  of  soldiers'  reminiscences  that
debunked some of the glory of the war,
were vicarious and essential means of
identifying with Israel victorious.

The  Arabs  were  vanquished.  The
photographs  of the  boots  left  in  the
Sinai  desert  by  retreating  Egyptian
soldiers  in  fz/e  and  other  photo-
joumals, attested to the Arabs'  defeat.
I  and  my  few  Jewish  school  friends
and many j7crbo7zz." C72czverz.",  gloated
at the proof of our sudden popularity.
You  could  not  be  anti-Jewish  if that
involved  being  against  a  nation  that
had just won a smashing  and popular
victory against all the odds.

Later  that  summer  on  a  rambling
camp across Belgium and Luxembourg
our Israeli flag caught the attention of
a  Mirage  -  yes  a  real  live  Mirage
fighter plane, which then buzzed us in
tribute to the flag.

This was both a Jewish and an Israeli
coming out. Though I was too young,
too  na.1.ve  and  too  far  away  from  the
reality  of  the  victory,  its  impetus
carried me on my first visit to Israel a
year  later  and  on  aliyah  three  years
after that.

What I  know  of the  Six  Day  War
and its consequences now provides me
with a different picture. I served in the
Israel  Defence  Force  in the  occupied
West Bank nearly ten years  after the
1967 war and the experience changed
my whole view of Israel and its conflict
with the Palestinians.

The  books  published  since  then,
especially  Shlomo  Gazit's   rrczj7pec7
Too/a,  provide  much  more  sobering
perspectives.  To  say  that  Israel  has
been   corroded  by  the   occupation
experience  is  what you would expect
me, an opponent of the occupation, to
Say.

In a comment written in 1937 on the
most repeated exhortation in the Torah
`you  shall  not  wrong  a  stranger,  for

you  were  strangers  in...   Egypt',  the
Hertz   Cfezf777czsfe   says:    `...those   who
have  been  downtrodden  repeatedly,
frequently  prove  to  be  the  worst
oppressors  when  they  acquire  power
over anyone.'

Another  generation  does  not  see
Israel's  1967 victory in the same light
as  my  generation.  Indeed  it  does  not
see   Israel   in  the   same   light.   The
unpopularity of the Iraq war and of war
generally, their distance from 1967, the
Israel  of today  with  all  its  warts  on
public  display,  all  conspire  to  make
them reject triumphant celebrations of
the    Six    Day    War.    They    know
inherently  what  Hertz  was  trying  to
sayl

PAUL  USISKIN  i.s  Co-Cfaczz.r  o/ Peace  IVow-
UK.

GOD
Sidney Brichto

N THE EVE OF JUNE 6TH, I
had gone to bed terrified at the
possible destruction of the state
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We have behaved with inaredible tinidity
by not celebrating that victory..

Tmere we celebrating the Fortieth Amiversary Of
the Exodes, we would have

kept it hash hash so as not to offend the Egyptians,
£fee BBC cz77d Zfee Guardian.

of Israel.  Whatever  may  be  said  or
written now, we thought the worst could
happen. A colleague of mine said to me,
`Sidney,  if Israel  is  wiped  out,  I  will

have to give up the rabbinate.' On that
night, as on the nights before, I went to
sleep with a prayer, `Please God, if only
Israel could make a pre-emptive strike
andwipeoutalloftheEgyptianplanes.'
On Wednesday June 6th, Michael Elkins,
the  BBC  correspondent  in  Israel,
announced  that my  prayer had been
answered positively.  Perhaps,  next to
my joy at the miracle of the birth of my
first child,  it was the  happiest day  of
my life. It was a miracle - my people
had been saved. And this was the feeling
of most Jews who rushed to synagogue
on the following Shabbat - even those
who were neutral about Zionism. There
was  a  sense,  as the philosopber Emil
Fackenheim said: God had reappeared
in Jewish history as a living presence
after  years  of  absence   since  the
destruction of His people in Eastern and
Central Europe.

Now, how do I feel? I am angry that
we have allowed that glorious victory
to  be  snatched  away  from  us.  Our
enemies have almost convinced us that
it was an aggressive war,  leading  our
people to become cruel occupiers and
oppressors  -  a  victory  of which  we
ought to  be  ashamed.  We,  who  have
experienced  the  rebirth  of Zion  for
which  our  ancestors  had  prayed  for
millennia,   who   have   experienced
God's deliverance on June 6th -that it
was   a   human   victory   makes   no
difference,  as  God  only  works  in
history through human beings - have
forgotten  to  tell  the   story  to   our
children  and  our  grandchildren.  As  I
was  quoted  in  the  .Jewz.s¢  C¢ro7?i.c/e,
we  have  behaved  with  incredible
timidity by not celebrating that victory:
`Were  we  celebrating  the  Fortieth

Anniversary of the Exodus, we would
have  kept  it  hush  hush  so  as  not  to
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offend the Egyptians, the BBC and the
Guardicm:

I  am not  saying  that we  could  not
have removed some drops of wine from
our cup of joy as we do at the  Seder,
when we marked this victory, but that
should  not  have  prevented  us  from
drinking the cup of our joy to the full.
What a pity that as a people who have
felt so often deserted by the God who
is  supposed  to  have  chosen  us,  that
when  we  experience  his  Presence  by
our side, we ignore it.

I hope that in the future we Jews will
learn  to  reclaim  victories  as  well  as
acknowledging  our  defeats.   How,
otherwise can we believe that we have
a living and loving God in our midst? .

RABBI DR SIDNEY BRICHTO I.sr Se#z.or yz.ce-
President of Liberal Judaism and Chairman of
the Israel Diaspora Trust Advisory Committee.

BLOOD
Ruth Cohen

W¥:¥tb¥oRE¥¥:t:hn¥:s:?:
assassinated' , `Rabin was assassinated'
have become the most usual and now
Rabbi Bayfield asks `at the time of the
Six  Day  War'  -June  1967.  I  was
adjusting to the move into a new home
in  Spaniards  Close,  in  North  West
London's Hampstead Garden Suburb in
which we had the privilege to live until
we made aliyah in 1999.

The  excitement,  tension,  fear,  and
eventual  euphoria  were  intense  and
everyone tried to do something, to give
what they could. Blankets -blankets in
Israel in June? Yes, the desert is very
cold at night.  Money - everyone was
moved by this war where Israel was at

risk  of being  obliterated.  There  were
tales of non-Jews walking into Balfour
House, then in central London, offering
what they could, even a gold wedding
ring. And blood. It was the first time I
donated  and  the  most  luxurious  unit
was  established  in  the  King  David
banqueting suite near Marble Arch.

I have two magazines that my father
kept that reflect both his fervent love
of lsrael-hewasnotnormallyakeeper
of magazines - and the excitement of
the  national  press  at  the  speed  and
efficiency of the war. A Dczz./y ExpreLss
Colour  Special,  priced  two  shillings,
and a thicker magazine, giving day by
day  coverage  with  maps,  pictures  of
soldiers  on  all  sides  and  details  of
equipment used, entitled 7l¢e fro/y Wczr
Jc/7?e   '67,   priced  ten  shillings   and
stating `Proceeds to refugee relief and
the    Israeli    Red    Cross    (MDA)'
produced by the staff of the  ¢o72c7o72J
Sunday Tines .

In 2007 it is heartening to remember
that Israel was once the darling of the
world.  If  only  the  leadership  could
have  looked  into  a  crystal  ball  and
given back most of the territory taken
in self-defence.

Three wars  later - or, we are told,
two  and a half because in 2006 there
was  no  declaration  of  war  -  the
population has  grown  from  3  million
to  7  million.  Most  of our neighbours
still do not accept our right to exist. We
enjoy  -  if we  have  the  money  -  a
luxurious life style.  We are no longer
the darling of the world but rather the
pariah,   the   wicked   occupier,   the
builders  of walls  and  tormentors  of
innocent women and children at check
points  -  women  and  children  who
occasionally  turn  out  to  be  potential
suicide bombers.

The  opening  pages  of  the  Dczz./);
Express magazine were written by the

continued on next page
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prominent journalist  James  Cameron
and  begin  `The  short  hot  summer  of
1967 saw history jolted off course with
a violence so abrupt and stunning that
the  explosion was  over almost before
the  shock-waves  broke'   ....   `It  was
probably the most sensationally swift,
surgical,     complete    and    pitiless
campaign in the records of war.'

He   closes   with   the   following,
prophetic,  comment:   `The  lightning
hammer-blow is over but the end, most
assuredly, is not yet'  .

RIHTH COI":IN is the immediate past President
Of the World Union for Progressive Judaism.

HEADY
Michael Boyden

THE  SIX  DAY  WAR  WAS  A
heady  time   for  the   Jewish
People. The miraculous defeat of

the  combined Arab  forces  that  had
massed against Israel and threatened her
very survival brought relief to us all.

It not only strengthened the sense of

identity  with  Israel  throughout  the
Jewish world but would also  serve as
the  catalyst  that  would  lead  to  the
reawakening of `The Jews of Silence'
of the Soviet Union with their fight for
freedom.

But the Six Day War was more than
that for us, the baby-boomers, who had
been born in the wake of the Shoah. It
showed us that Jews did not have to be
the underdogs and that we, too, could
have a country of which we could be
proud.  We  were  no  longer  just  the
remnant that had survived. Now there
was a Jewish State. The Jewish People
had a home.

Like so many students at that time, I
took the first available flight to Israel. I
wanted to live and feel the joy of being
with  my  people  and  sense  the  relief
that  victory  had  brought.  One  of my
fellow  rabbinical  students,  a  young
man  called Jonathan  Magonet,  would
write: `And if my heart should rule my
head, to Jerusalem I am led.'

And to Jerusalem I was led. At first I
worked  as  a  volunteer,  like  so  many
others,  helping  to  clear  the  Hebrew
University  campus  on  Mount  Scopus
which, at that time, was surrounded by
minefields. Later I was assigned to an
army unit in the former UN base in E1

Arish,   where  we  worked  to   load
abandoned Egyptian military vehicles
onto trains for transportation to Israel.

At the time, we were all swept up by
the  mood  of victory.  Jerusalem  had
been reunited.  Jews  swarmed  into the
Old  City  for  the  first  time  in  two
thousand  years.   Hebron,  the  burial
place  of  our  ancestors,  where  sixty-
seven Jews had been massacred by an
Arab  mob  in  1929,  was  now  in  our
hands. No longer would we be forced
to flee.

Life also seemed to be good for the
Palestinians.   The  Israeli  occupation
brought  with  it  large  numbers  of
tourists.   The   Arab   markets   were
bustling with bargain hunters  and the
West Bank, which had been neglected
under Jordanian rule, would witness a
striking       improvement       in       its
infrastructure     and     health     and
educational services.

In those  heady  days  of 1967,  there
were  few  like  Professor  Yeshayahu
Leibowitz, who understood the dangers
of  occupation  and  recognized  that
Israel's  victory  would  come  back  to
haunt  her.  The  Palestinian  Liberation
Organization   had   only  just   been
established   and   there   was    little
awareness  of an emerging Palestinian

The  Mandelboum  Gate,  which  was  the  check-point  between  the  Israeli  and  Jordanian  sections  Of Jerusalem  until  1967
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nationalism  that  would  challenge
Israel's   right   to   a   place   a§   an
independent Jewish State in the family
of nations.

In  the  forty years  since,  Israel  has
signed  peace  agreements  with  both
Egypt  and  Jordan,  countries  which

back in 1967 sought to destroy her. But
the  `Palestinian issue'  has remained a
cancer in the body of Israel.

Israel  has  changed,  too.  Gone  are
the  days  when  Prime  Minister  Golda
Meir  could  declare   `There  are  no
Palestinians.'  The dream of a Greater

Israel,  extending  from  the  Mediterra-
nean  to  the  River  Jordan,  has  been
renounced  by  all  but  the  right-wing
fringe in the Israeli political spectrum.

Today's issues are not those of 1967.
The  combined  forces  of  our.Arab
neighbours are not massing to destroy
us.  But the  unrest  in  the  West  Bank,
the  Gaza  Strip,  the  threat  of an  Iran
with  a  nuclear  capability  and  the
growing       power       of       Islamic
fundamentalism, al-Qaida, Hamas and
the Hezbollah are now the storm clouds
that gather on Israel's horizon.

No longer will a Six Day War bring
an  immediate  panacea  and  there  are
few, if any, who have any clear idea as
to how to address these threats. It may
be  fashionable  in  some  quarters  to
insist  that  a  resolution  of the  Israel-
Palestinian conflict will bring peace to
the  Middle  East  and  to  our  troubled
world,  but  serious  political  analysts
understand  that  it  is  not  quite  that
simple I

The no-man's land area around Manilla, which separated East
from West Jerusalem

RABBI  IVICHAHL  B0YDEN  !`s Dz.recfor o/
the  Rabbinic  Court  Of the  Israel  Council  of
Progressive  Rabbis   and  rabbi  of  Kehilat
Yonatan in Hod Hasharon, Israel.

continued on next page

The Western Wall in the Swrmer Of 1967
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UNIFORM
Colin Eimer

IN  1967  I  WAS  A FIRST YEAR
student  at  Leo  Baeck  College
and had not yet been to  Israel.  In

the months leading up to June  1967, I
watched  events  with  trepidation.
Egyptian President Nasser promised to
drive  the Jews  into  the  sea,  creating
`rivers  of blood  and  seas  of fire'  in

Israel. The threat to tiny Israel seemed
real  with  another  Holocaust  in  the
offing.

The   causus   belli   wa.s  Na,sser's
blockade  of  the   Straits   of  Tiran,
denying Israel sea access to Eilat, and
his refusal to lift that blockade.

That   day   I   phoned   the   Jewish
Agency and volunteered to go to Israel
in  case  of war.  It  was  not  a  rational
decision, rather an emotional response
to the perceived possibility of another
Shoah.  `We will call you if and when
we need you,' they told me.

As war became inevitable, some of
us  at  the   College   set  up   a  group
coordinating  all  Jewish  youth  efforts
in support of Israel. The day war broke
out the Jewish Agency called and said
there was a space on a plane the next
day. I told them what I was doing here
and they said I would be of more help
to Israel to stay and continue that.

I finally went the day after the war
ended, worked on a kibbutz and then
with the army. While technically not a
soldier, I was in unifomi which meant
I could go absolutely anywhere in the

August 1967 -8km from Kahiara on
the Suez Canal
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occupied territories - and did. Tbe base
commander took me under his wing -
in those days I used to be a bit chez.7?e);
-  and  provided  me  with  a  ravishing
teacher  who  gave  me  private  Jvrz./
lessons. I made rapid progress.

I felt enormously privileged to be in
Israel and fell in love with it - and still
am.  Aliyah was  a real option, but the
College  needed  me  back  for  yo77?fov
services.  I still remember moments of
feeling that the Arab population in East
Jerusalem  or  the  West  Bank  would
happily have stuck a knife in my back.
Yet  Israel   seemed  to  have  a  real
opportunity  to  begin  talking  with  the
Arabs.  It  never  occurred  to  me  that
forty years later Israel would still be in
those   territories.   I   remember   an
American Bezc7r-fez.fr kid with postcards
showing the new Israel `from the Nile
to the Euphrates.' I hoped there would
not be too many like him. Alas, I was
wrong. Later that year, I was in Berlin
at  the  flrst  Jewish-Christian-Muslim
meeting.  One  of the  Egyptians  there,
Salah Bid, spoke of his brother's death
in  Sinai  and  of  his  mother's  grief.
Whatever the euphoria of the lightning
victory,  this  other  side  of the  picture
was  a  dreadful  and  somber  reality
check.

Israelis  and  Arabs  will  need  to  be
nigh  on  half  a  century  old  to  have
conscious  memory  of  a  time  when
Israel was not the occupier.  What has
that  done  to  Israeli  and  Arab  self-
consciousness  and  awareness  of each
other? A sad, far cry from the hope that
existed in the months after the Six Day
War1

RABBI  COLIN  EIMER  !.s  Se#z.or  Rczbbz.  o/
Southgate  &  District  Rofbrm  Synagogue  and
lecturer in Hebrew, Leo Baeck College.

`ONE V0ICE'

Julia Neuberger

FORTY  YEARS  AGO,   I
remember being both elated and
very concerned about the effect

which the Six Day War would have. I
was seventeen, at school, an idealist, a
former     member     of    Habonim,
increasingly worried that the  Middle
East was inherently unstable. That is not
hindsight, as fiiends from the time have
reminded me what I said then.

We  were   all  proud   of  Israel's
military prowess. It was one of several
`brave little Israel' moments - though

nothing like  as  wholeheartedly happy
as  the  Entebbe rescue - with a great
feeling  of joy  that  they  had  done  so

well,   that   they   had   pushed   the
Egyptians  back  so  far,  that  they  had
taken  the  Golan  and  East  Jerusalem,
not to  mention  the  West Bank.  They
did     it    quickly,     ruthlessly     and
effectively, and in military terms it was
a famous victory.

But even then we worried,  when  it
became  clear  the  Israelis  were  not
going  to  give  the  territory  back.  This
was all long before the settlements on
the  West  Bank,  but  it  soon  became
clear that the game plan was not only
to  score  a  massive  victory,  but  to
destabilize the populations of the West
Bank  and  the  Golan.  Hundreds  of
thousands fled from the West Bank into
Jordan, which caused its own problems,
and  I  certainly  remember  worrying,
around the High Holy Days that year,
that  this  was  going  to  lead  to  more
trouble.

But the initial reaction was joy, and
I  was  an  unsophisticated  seventeen
year  old.  Now  -  with  hindsight  -  I
think my worries, about not giving the
territories back and not going into rapid
negotiations,  turning  on  its  head  the
threats  of  annihilation  when  it  was
clear that the strength lay with Israel,
were   well   placed.   That   was   the
opportunity   for  negotiation   from
strength,  with  US  backing  -  despite
US  worries  about the Israeli  attack at
the  beginning  of the  Six  Day  War -
and for a different kind of settlement.
Now,  when things  look  so  bleak,  we
have to rely on the efforts of the `One
Voice'    people,    the   people   who
campaign  for  change,  the  people  of
conscience  who  have  built  up  Neve
Shalom  Wahat  al-Salaam.   Such  a
famous  victory  should  have  brought
peace,    joy    and     eventually    an
honourable settlement.  But it did not.
Great at the  time,  but what a wasted
victory it turned out to be. So it is hard
to celebrate forty years on. We would
do  better  to  add  our  voices  to  `One
Voice ' , the movement that is attracting
hundreds   of  thousands   of  young
Israelis  and  Palestinians   simply  to
declare that they have had enough, and
it is time to talk - properly. Before the
Six Day War, the Israelis were talking
to the Jordanians - and had been for
three  years.  People  are  talking  now.
But what we need is a mass movement
that   says   enough   is   enough.   In
Northern  Ireland,  it  was  the  women,
with  the  Women's  Coalition,  that
started   what   led   to   the   present
settlement. Is that even a possibility in
the  Middle  East?  That  would  make
forty years on worth celebrating .

RABBI  BARONESS  JULIA  NEUBERGER
is  President Of Liberal Judaism and a Liberal
Denocrat Peer.
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Carol Brauner

PLEASE   I
BE

PROUD
OFUS

T Is conAI]LlcATED BEING AN
Israeli these days. I love my country
and so want it to live up to the finest

of standards, to be a light to the nations.
Yet the grim reality is that Israel is in a
terrible state,  a fact that most Israelis
today, no matter where they stand on
the political  spectrum,  would readily
confirm. We Israelis are immersed in a
national malaise, overcome by a feeling
of powerlessness to  change the status
quo for fear that by doing so, we will
only make it worse.

You   do   not   have   to   be   very
perceptive to see that Israel in 2007 is a
disillusioned,  fragmented,  confused
nation, a mosaic - not a melting pot -
of  citizens  who  are  paralysed  with
sadness and frustration. Here we are on
the  brink  of  our  sixtieth  birthday,
celebrating the fortieth anniversary of
what  is  widely  acknowledged  as  our
nation's last great victory, the Six Day
War and the reunification of Jerusalem,
and  yet  we  are  incapable  of national
joy.  On  Yom  Ha'Atzmaut  this  year,
our  fifty-ninth  birthday,  fewer  flags
were flying than at any time since the
birth  of our  nation.  What  a  very  sad
demonstration  of  dissatisfaction  and
what  a  sad,  sad  message  to  send  to
Jews  throughout the world who have
stood by us and supported us through
thick and thin.

But it seems to me that Jews in the

Diaspora  are  having  an  even  harder
time  coping  with  the  State  of Israel
than  the  Israelis.  Negativity  towards
Israel is causing painful rifts within the
British   Jewish   community.   New
Jewish  organizations  have  sprung  up
headed by embarrassed Jews, ashamed
Jews,  previously  undeclared  Jews,
respected  intellectuals,  academics,
celebrities,  religious  leaders,  human
rights activists, all united in criticizing
and distancing themselves from Israel,
the Israeli  goverrment,  its policy, the
Zionists,  and  demanding  with  even
louder voices than the non-Jews,  that
the  rogue  state  be  punished  and  held
accountable for its wrongdoings.

Many Israelis from the right and the
left  and  even  from  the  centre,  would
agree   that   much   of  this   current
criticism  is  painfully justified.  From
my own personal perspective, the mere
fact that Jews in the United Kingdom
are agonising, squabbling and fighting
with  each  other  about  Israel  fills  me
with untold joy. For it proves that you
still  feel  connected  to  Israel,  to  your
Jewish identity, and most importantly,
to  me.  We,  the  Jewish  people,  are  a
family, dysfunctional perhaps, but our
connection     to     one     another     is
indestructible.

Life goes  on in Israel - in spite  of
Winograd,  in  spite  of  a  leadership
riddled with  cormption  and propelled
solely by its lust for power, in spite of
the   continuing   dismay   that   our
kidnapped  soldiers have not yet been
brought home,  in  spite  of the rockets
that continue to fly over our borders, in
spite of the anti-fence protests, in spite
of the illegal settlements, in spite of the
poverty in the West Bank,  in spite of
the  poverty  endured  by  more  than  a
million Israelis within its borders, life
does go on. And here and there you can
even find a glimmer of hope, a reason
for heavy hearts to  soar with joy and
pride.

It is widely accepted that reporting
on  good  or positive  things  about  the
Jews   and   Israel   has   never   been
encouraged.   Co-existence   stories,
unless they are highly controversial or
star-studded  and  trendy,  just  do  not
sell.  We  all  know  that  it  is  far  more
exciting to read about right wing Jews
oppressing the Arabs, setting up illegal
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settlements  and  cutting  down  olive
trees than it is to hear about some Arab-
Jewish  community  centre  in  Acre
where  a  nice  Jewish  girl  from North
West London is working for a dedicated
non-Jew-hating  Arab  Muslim,  united
in their efforts  to provide vital,  high-
quality,   low-cost  services  to  local,
poverty stricken Arabs and Jews. Yes,
we are realistic enough to  accept that
our  centre  -  the  Sir  Charles  Clore
Jewish-Arab Community Center, Acre
- is simply not going to make it onto
the front pages, television news, or lure
Jewish  visitors  away  from  Jerusalem
or Tel Aviv even though it is a living,
breathing  example  of  co-existence,
hope, and a symbol of the possible in a
seeminglyimp:3S#z.]„e„¥d°roL£.„e#fpnge

Arab-Je;wish Summer Camp 2005

Arab and Jewish children learning computer literaay.
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Who  could  wish  to  know  that  last
summer  our  centre  in  Acre  provided
shelter  for  eighty  Arab  and  Jewish
children  who  spent  every  single  day
and  every single night for thirty-four
days  huddled  together  in  our  bomb
shelters  while  frczfyzjsfeof  were  falling
all around them?

Is  this  one  of those  co-existence
stories  where   everyone  got  along
fantastically? Certainly not.  The Arab
kids  wanted to  watch  EI  Jazeera,  the
Jewish  kids  wanted  to  watch  Israeli
television, and the Russian kids wanted
programmes  in  Russian.  In  order  to
prevent  an  inevitable  outbreak  of
violence at a time when tensions were
running dangerously high, the centre' s
director,  Mohammed  Faheli,  brought
three  television  sets  to  the  bomb
shelters.      So      a     problem     was
thoughtfully averted, as so many others
could and should be. At meal times the
children sat together on mats, dipping
their pitta bread into  large  communal
bowls of hummus.

Last  summer  was  a  confusing  and
strangely  levelling  time  for  Israel's
citizens, especially in the north where
Arabs  and  Jews  found  themselves
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Wolf ;son neighbourhood Playground in Acre

sheltering together and mouming their
dead together.

This summer will hopefully be better
for the children of Acre or at least for a
hundred of them, who will be attending
our Arab-Jewish Summer Peace Camp.
Camp counsellors will be chosen from
among   our   ninety-four   Duke   of
Edinburgh'sAwardsparticipants,Arab
and   Jewish   University   of  Haifa
volunteers.

Since  1990,  The  Sir  Charles  Clore
Jewish-Arab  Community  Center  has
been  working  for  Arab-Jewish  co-
existence in Acre - keeping youths off
the streets, making them grow through
leadership    development,    theatre,
tourism  and  business  programmes,
helping  marginalized  and  excluded
Arab women to assume their equal role
in     Israeli     society,     community
development  and  conflict  resolution
projects.  Regardless  of the  political
climate, we will never give up on our
mission to secure social justice for all
of Israel' s citizens.

`Israel  holds  its  valleys,  seashores,

mountains, and towns in trust, not only
for Jews, but also Christians, Muslims,
Bahai'i -indeed, for all humanity.'

Israel, as the world's second largest
producer  per  capita  of  household
garbage - the United States holds first
place -has little of which to be proud.
Israel's  Ministry  of  Environment  is
considered one of the lowest appoint-
ments  on  the  totem  pole,  a  stepping
stone  for  better  and  more  influential
ministries.  But  there  is  also  a  strong
and fast-growing environmental move-
ment in Israel - concerned citizens of
all  ages  and  from  all  walks  of  life,
promoting  and  implementing  sus-
tainability  and  expanding  Compost
HaKerem,  household organic  garbage
recycling project, nationwide.

Eretz   Carmel   is   headed   by   a
thirty-eight  year-old  former  naval
intelligence officer who left the Israel
Defence  Force  four  years  ago  when,
during  submarine  duty,  it  dawned  on
him  that  life  on  a  submarine  is  a
microcosm of life on this planet. After
fifteen  years  as  a  professional  in  the
IDF, Amiad Lapidot believes that the
greatest  danger facing  Israel  today  is
not   security,   but   neglect   of  the
environment.  Lapidot built his house,
which is today considered a prototype
for ecological  building  in  Israel,  with
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Amiad Lapidot building his ecological house

his own hands. Yet most people have
not heard one word about him because
war,  hatred  and  conflict  are  so  much
.more attention-grabbing.

I  have  invited many  organizations,
religious movements, youth movements
and individuals from all over the world
to  visit  Eretz  Carmel.  I  have  invited

BICOM to write about this progress on
Israel's  environmental  front,  progress
that  transcends  ethnic  and  religious
bariers.  My  invitation  has  not  been
answered. Yet Eretz Carmel is working
to  reverse  the  loss  of  seventy-five
precious  acres  every  year  to  open
landfill and greenhouse gas output, but

Radio 3 or TV viewers in the Diaspora
are unlikely to find out about it.

A  lack  of interest  in  `beyond  the
conflict'  stories widens the cavernous
gap of misunderstanding between us in
Israel  and  our  Jewish  family  in  the
Diaspora.  Israel  is  not  simply  a  `war
zone',  a  `fence  builder'  or  a  `nation
under  threat'.  It  is  a  country  full  of
valuable,    freedom-loving    decent
people who are keen to take their place
as    contributing   partners    in   the
worldwide  battle  to  prevent  global
disaster.

The   silent  majority  in  Israel  is
working  hard  to  reverse  the  harsh
opinion  of us  as  a  myopic  and  self-
satisfied nation.  We  have  no  wish to
isolate  ourselves  from  our  global
family  and  fervently  hope  that  the
Diaspora will not distance itself from
us  for too  long.  The time to heal has
come.  Please  be  proud  of what  we
were, of what we are trying to be and
hopeful that we can one day be what
we are not today I

CAROL  BRAUNER  wczs  bo77?  cr#d rczr.fed  I.7?
north  west  London  and  is  a  `child'  Of  Alyth
Gardens,.  She has  lived in  Israel for  thirteen
years  working  for  Arab~Jewish  coexistence
and promoting   a   practical   approach   to
sustainability in Israel.

Arhiad Lapidot with his compost
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fleft to right) Mowaffaq Alami (Gazan Executive Director), Sayyeda Salem (UK Co-ordinator), Jake Hayman qnternational

ONE VOICE
Sayyeda Salam

THE ISRAELI-PALESTINIAN
conflict  is  probably  the  most
talked about intemational issue

in  the  UK  today,  despite  persistent
attempts  to  refocus  the  agenda  on
atrocities  and  suffering  in Darfur  or
alleviating poverty worldwide through
the  G8  Summit.  Occupying  such  a
prominent    position     in     British
consciousness  the  conflict  is,  more
often than not,  used as  an excuse for
polarization, bad relations and hatred
between communities - predominantly
but not exclusively Jewish and Muslim.
It  finds  particular  expression  on
University campuses.

Growing   up    in   the    UK    and
experiencing  first  hand  the  negative
effects  the  conflict has  on  communal
and  societal  relations,  I  increasingly
questioned    where    the    energy    I
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personally  felt  around  the  issue  was
best  directed.  I  attended  countless
demonstrations, seminars and debates.
But despite the numbers of people and
the  groundswell  of passion  that went
into   them,   images   on   the   news
remained  the  same  and  suffering  on
the   ground   in   the   Middle   East
continued.  Debates  were  frequently
academic,   dominated   by   outside
opinions  and  with  little  reference  to
what  Israelis  and  Palestinians  on  the
ground  actually  wanted,  which  was
what I wanted to know, to help.

After  I  graduated  with  a  Master's
degree at London University's School
of  Oriental   and   African   Studies
[SOAS], I came across an organization
that    was    enabling    Israelis    and
Palestinians to define their own future.
It sought to  build a movement out of

Israeli  and  Palestinian  mainstream
nationalists wbo would put pressure on
their elected governments to achieve a
sustainable  two  state  solution.  The
organization had trained 2,000  young
Israelis  and Palestinians  in their mid-
to late twenties, around about my age,
to be  change  agents within their own
society.   These  young  people  had
already  recruited  and  mobilized  over
350,000 Israeli and Palestinian citizens
who  would  agree  to  basic  principles
for  resolution  and  use  non-violent
activism as their vehicle for achieving
resolution.  A  spin-off to  the  work  of
the organization was educational tours
inviting  these  young  Israelis   and
Palestinians to primarily American and
British   university   campuses    and
religious centres, to ask those who felt
so     strongly     about    the     Israeli-
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Palestinian conflict to give their energy
to  helping  Israeli  and Palestinians  on
the ground working to find. a way out
of the conflict.

This      organization      is      called
Onevoice.  It  has  separate  offices  in
Israel and Palestine based in Tel Aviv,
Ramallah and Gaza City and is run by
Israeli  and  Palestinian  teams  respec-
tively.  We  now  have  international
offices  in  New  York  and  London
responsible  for  promoting  education
and outreach about the work going on
in the Middle East. Here in the UK we
have been in the fortunate position of
being  able  to  fund the  organization's
Gaza  office  and  recently  invited  our
Executive    Director    from    Gaza,
Mowaffaq Alami, together with Israeli
Youth  Leader,  Liran  Gal,  to  address
high profile audiences including repre-
sentatives  of seven  Arab  States,  and
Israeli  and  Palestinian  Embassy  offl-
cials at the House of Lords.

On this recent tour, Liran - one of
our  Israeli  volunteers  from  Haifa  -
commented:  `Growing  up  in  Israel  I
had  no  idea  there  were  people  like
Mowaffaq in Palestine.  The highlight
of this  week  for  me  has  not  been
Number 10 Downing Street, the House
of Lords  or  any  of the  "movers  and
shakers"  we  have  met.  It  has  been
.meeting him and realizing I do have a
partner on the other side who will push
for a two state solution.'

Liran's  comment  underlines  the
philosophy of Onevoice - that there is
no better fijend to a Zionist Israeli that
wants    peace    than    a    nationalist
Palestinian that wants  the  same.  And
there  is  no  better  way  to  achieve
resolution  than  to  have  these  one  or
two  people  work  to  become  ten  or
twenty -or better yet, have 350,000 -
the number of members Onevoice has
so far been able to engage in Israel and
Palestine - become one million.

It is one of the many tragedies of the
situation  that  Liran  and  Mowaffaq
were only able to meet in London.  A
huge    barrier    to    developing    the
understanding     of     Israelis     and
Palestinians that there are those on the
other side who also desire a two state
solution, is the fact that the majority of
Israelis  and  Palestinians  cannot  meet
one another in London, instead only at
checkpoints   and   as   soldiers   not
civilians.  In the face of these realities
Onevoice  has  adopted  a  pragmatic
approach,   working   within   Israeli
society and within Palestinian society
on   separate   tracks   and   engaging
nationalists on both sides. This is why
Onevoice  is  the  only  organization
working in this fleld to have an office
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in Gaza and why Mowaffaq has been
able to sign up 15,000 new members in
Gaza  within  five  weeks  who  have
explicitly    rejected    violence    and
affinned a two state solution - because
Onevoice    Palestine    is    a   proud
Palestinian movement.

More  than  this,   Onevoice  goes
`beyond  the  basics'  of a  rough  two-

state  solution,  asking  average Israelis
and  average  Palestinians  for  the  first
time  how  they  would  resolve  issues
such as Jerusalem, refugees, and  1967
borders.  Through  iterative  voting  the
organization  has  been  able  to  show
there is consensus on every single issue
at the heart of the conflict.

Onevoice's  challenge  is to  change
the  dynamic  of  divided  societies.  It
wants to change also weak leadership
and  a  lack  of trust  that  Israelis  and
Palestinians do still have a partner for
peace. The year 2007 is a huge year for
the    organization,    as    Onevoice
mobilises the energy of its 2,000 youth
leaders to sign up a critical number of
members  which  elected  leaders  and
the  international  community  cannot

ignore.
Mowaffaq told me on his recent tour

that `people in Gaza want nothing more
than a better future for their children.
They   have   lost   their   hope,   and
Onevoice's job  is  to  give  it  back  to
them - to  give them  a voice,  to  give
them ownership over their own future. '

The  title  of  our  campaign  in  the
Middle East is  `What are you willing
to  do?'  to  end  the  conflict.  British
public   opinion  remains  polarized
around the  Israeli-Palestinian  conflict
with many believing that the best way
to  support their  `side'  is to  attack the
other. I would rather give my energy to
supporting the majority of Israeli and
Palestinian  people  on  the  ground,
people like Mowaffaq and Liran, who
are  working  to  achieve  compromise
and peace for a better future and give
back hope to their people I

Sayyeda  Sarif+"  is  the  UK  co-ordinator fior
Onevoice  Europe.  She joined  Onevoice  after
gradrating from  her  masters  degree  at  SOAS
and  spending  some  time  in  the  Middle  East.
Prior  to her  masters  degree she  worked  as  a
researcher in Kenya and Tanzania.

Mowaffaq Alalvi speaking at the House of Lords
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THE  FAITH
THAT  DIED

David J Goldberg

W7IIA[T DO ZIONISTS BELIEVE?
by Colin Schindler

Granta Books, April 2007,
pp.116, pb,  £6.99

A:p!::y;ee:,Tnrlei;;,6:¥:T:I
meet David Ben-Gurion there, and his
wife Paula was a surrogate Z)#Z)e to this
skinny  seventeen  year-old,  the  only
non-Scrbrcr  among  all  those  tough,
brawny pioneers - already by then,
whenever  someone  got  up  at  the
monthly members'  meeting  to  spout
ideological  rhetoric,  he  would  be
shouted down with the derisive words:
`Don't be a Zionist! '

Eleven  years  ago,  I  concluded  a
previous bock (To the Promised Land:
A History Of zionist Thought: Penguin,
J996) with these words:  ` . . .most Jews
in the world today would be tempted to
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paraphrase   the   old   cry   and   say:
Zionism is dead. Long live the State of
Israel ! '

We  are  in  a  post-Zionist  age.  We
have  been,  many  would  argue,  since
Zionism    fulfilled    and    therefore
effectively  dissolved  itself  with  the
establishment of a  state  in  1948.  The
needs of the moment took precedence
over     Zionist     tbeory.     Defence,
immigration  and 77€czne/czchfz.);2fz,  ` state-
building',  were  the  priorities  of the
1950s. Certainly, Ben-Gurion himself,
piqued     by     tbe     reluctance     of
comfortable western Jews to move to
their new homeland,  declared that he
was no longer a Zionist ` . . . and to speak
of zionism per se has no real meaning. '

Calling  oneself  a  Zionist  -  that  is,
paying lip  service to the concept of a
strong Jewish state and giving it every
financial  and  moral  support  short  of
actually  going  to  live  there  -  was  a
label won proudly by all but a fringe
minority         of        ultra-Orthodox,
assimilated,  or  far-Left  Jews  in  the
Diaspora.  Such  fervent but  skin-deep
allegiance was reminiscent of Salvador
Dali's   famous  gibe   about  Picasso:
`Picasso  is  a  Spaniard,  and  so  am  I.

Picasso is a genius, and so am I. Picasso
is a communist, and neither am I.'

There  was  a  brief  fluITy  of  neo-
Zionism after the Six Day War, when
settling the Golan Heights  and places
like  Hebron  and  Gush  Etzion  on  the
West  Bank  was  touted  as  the  new
pioneering  for  disillusioned  Israeli
youth.  But  ask  today's  generation,
forty  years  later,  what they  mean  by
calling themselves Zionist,  and unless
they  are  religious  fundamentalists  or
Greater Israel nationalists they would
probably reply lamely along the  lines
of believing in the right of the Jews to
live  in  peace  in  their  own  country
within   internationally   recognized
borders. That is hardly a ringing call to
arms  and  could equally well  apply to
the  citizens   of  Bosnia,   Chad,  the
Ukraine  and  most  other  post-1945
entrants to the United Nations.

The  lack  of any  coherent  modem
Zionist  ideology  is  typified  by  the
career   of  Israel's   newly   elected
President, Shimon Peres, whose avidity
for  power  is  matched  only  by  his
inability to use it once he has attained
it,  and  who  has  changed  sides  more
often than the Vicar of Bray.  Having
begun  his  political  life  in  Mapai,  the
Israel Workers'  Party,  as one  of Ben-
Gurion's  favourite  lieutenants,  Peres
faithfully echoed his master's voice in
repudiating  the  classic  socialist  and
Zionist texts.  `The  world has  evolved
beyond   the    social   patterns    tbat
fashioned  the  generation   of  early
Zionists...Israel...must  look  beyond
the  romantic  ideas  of her  founding
fathers'  he  told  a  meeting  of Young
Mapai in  1960.

Twenty-five  years  later,   in  the
unaccustomed  role  of  leader  of  the
Labour party opposition to a right-wing
Likud  government,  Peres  defined
science,  technology  and  efficiency  as
the  most  pressing  issues  facing  the
country,  and  pointed  to  the  Japanese
system - hardly  a bastion  of socialist
ideals  -  as  the  best  contemporary
model for Israel to emulate. Israel has
transmuted  from  a  socialist  state-in-
the-making during the }Jz.sfa#v years of
collective  agricultural settlements and
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the Hz.a/cJc7r#/,  the  General  Federation
of Trade Unions, to a social democratic
welfare   state   run   by   a   Labour
bureaucracy,  to  today's  free  market
economy  within  a  capitalist  society.
Peres has mirrored that transformation,
so  much  so  that this  former  Socialist
Zionist had no qualms two years ago in
joining with Ariel Sharon of the right-
wing, nationalist Likud,  to  form their
short-lived Kczdz.777cz¢ party.

Apart  from  the  fact  that  there  was
something  irresistibly  amusing  about
two politicians with a combined age of
160 years uniting under the banner of a
new party called `Forward' -in 1950,
Richard  Crossman  dubbed  Israel  `a
young    democracy    ruled    by    a
gerontocracy' when Ben-Gurion was a
mere  stripling  of sixty-four -  it  also
illustrates the extent to which ideology
no  longer  plays  a  signiflcant  part  in
Zionism.  Foreign Policy - how much
or how little of the occupied territories
to give back, which Palestinians to talk
to,  security - is the dominant issue at
every  election.  Domestic  reform,  the
Orthodox-secular divide, the widening
gap between haves and have-nots, are
not the primary concerns of voters.

As  in the  USA,  the  UK and  other
ivestem  democracies,  presentation  is
more  important than policies.  That is
why   every   about-to-retire   Israeli
general  looking to  enter politics  does
not worry about competing manifestos,
but  chooses  the  party  most  likely  to
offer him preferment. Ehud Barak, the
disastrous Labour prime minister from
1999-2001,   had  been   strenuously
opposed to the Oslo Accords signed by
the  previous  Labour  prime  minister
Yitzchak Rabin  and  endorsed by the
party.  That  did  not  inhibit  him  from
swearing, falsely, to build on Rabin's
legacy. And after a period out of office,
he  is  now  back  in  Ehud  Olmert's
coalition government.

So  any  book  about  contemporary
Zionist beliefs perforce will be a slim
one.  Certainly  that  is  the  case  with
Colin Shindler's latest offering. It has
a  mere  ninety-one  pages  of  text,
fleshed  out  with  Notes,  a  meagre
Bibliography, a quirky Who's Who in
Ztori+s",  a  Time  Chart  of  Jewish
history  from  the  destruction  Of  the
Temple in 70 CE to last summer's war
I.7€ I,ebcz7€o7z,  an arbitrary Glossary and
a  cursory  Index,  to  reach  the  grand
total of 116 pages for your £6.99.

This  is  one  in  a  Granta  series  on
such  dubious  beliefs  as  Astrology,
Druidism and Paganism. So perhaps it
would  be  foolish  to  expect  anything
but  a  superficial  treatment  of  the
systems  under  scrutiny.   Even  so,
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Shindler makes some minor errors and
questionable judgements  for someone
who  is well-versed in the history and
ideology  of Zionism.  He  writes,  for

3:#spfe[e'stzhoafteH::I:'cst#£:£hL;:wzsfe,:
particularly  among  the  downtrodden
masses of Eastern Europe. Not so - it
was  indifferently  received  by  the
assimilated  and  religious  Jews  of
Western  Europe,   and  resented  in
Russian Zionist circles because of the

Both Zi,ohism and
Arab nationalism

would have
happ ened without
the other - indeed,
the discovery that a
native populedon

actually lived on the
land it wanted to
reclaim was an

unwelcome blemish
on the purity Of the

Zlohist vision.

author's   utter  ignorance   of  their
existing    colonizing    schemes    in
Palestine.

According   to   Shindler,   it   was
Reform  opponents  of Zionism  who
ensured that the first Zionist Congress
of  1897  was  moved  from  Munich  to
Basel.   In  fact,  Herzl  had  chosen
Munich  for  his  first  congress  on  the
assumption that its kosher restaurants
would   cater   for   observant   East
European  delegates,  but  the  city's
Orthodox  community  vociferously
declined the honour.

It is surprising in such a necessarily
cursory       review       how       much
disproportionate  mention  is  made  of
religious   Zionism,   as   though  the
Mizrachi movement was ever anything
other  than  a  ffinge  party  in  coalition
politics.

More seriously, Shindler propounds

the dubious thesis that the Middle East
tragedy  is  due to  the  rise  of Zionism
and Arab nationalism during the same
period of history and in the same land.
It would be truer to say, to quote from
one  of his  sources,  that  Zionism  is
best  perceived  as   `historically  and
conceptually situated between colonial,
anti-colonial and post-colonial discourse
and practice.'  Both Zionism and Arab
nationalism  would  have  happened
without   the   other   -   indeed,   the
discovery  that  a  native  population
actually lived on the land it wanted to
reclaim was an unwelcome blemish on
the purity of the Zionist vision.

That is why the writings of vladimir
Jabotinsky deserve  study.  Loathed by
his  socialist  opponents  as   `Vladimir
Hitler' , Jabotinsky had an honesty they
lacked  in  stating  baldly that never  in
history   had   one   nation   willingly
welcomed  another  onto  its  land,  and
the Arabs would only accept the reality
of Zionist  settlement  once  they  had
been deterred by Jewish military might
behind an `Iron Wall'. That, and not in
the hy|]ocritical platitudes of the inter-
war  );z.sfezjv  leadership  about  equal
representation    in    a    bi-national
legislation - when all along statehood
was their unspoken goal - is how the
Zionist project in Palestine has worked
out in reality.

But then, all the Zionist ideologues
merit  attention.  Names  like  Moses
Hess, Judah Loeb, Pinsker, Achad Ha-
Am, A. D. Gordon, Dov Ber Borochov
and Nachman Syrkin dot the narrative,
but  with  no  space  to  examine  their
ideas.  The  knotty  Marxist  dialectics
that   underlay   the   foundation   of
socialist Zionism do not make for easy
reading. But without understanding the
intellectual milieu that moulded these
thinkers both in their pioneering and in
their  efforts  to  create  a blueprint  for
Arab-Jewish  accommodation,  one  is
left  with  seeing  the  Middle  East
conflict     either     in     the     Left's
stereotypical  terms  of oppressor  and
oppressed,  colonialist  and  freedom
fighter,  or  in  the  Right's  equally
simplistic conviction that anyone who
criticizes  Israel  is  an  anti-Semite  in
disguise.

Given  that  nowadays  Zionist  so-
called `thinking' has been reduced to a
few sound bites about how to deal with
the   Palestinian   problem,   a   more
accurate title would have 'been:  Twhat
Dz.c7 Zionists Believe? I

David  I  Goldberg  is  Emeritus  Rabbi  Of the
Liberal Jewish Synagogue. A paperback edition
a/fr!.s mosf rece]7/ boob, The Divided Self: Israel
and the Jewish Psyche Today a. 8. Tauris, 2006)
is due later this year.
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THE SAUDI
PEACE  PLAN

SINCE TIH COLLAPSE OF TIH
Oslo Accords  and the  explosion
of the  second  Intifa`da  almost

seven years ago, conflict and crisis have
dominated news from the Middle-East.
These years have destroyed the trust and
progress  of Oslo,  reviving  the  old
hatreds  that  it  was  hoped  had  been
consigned to  the  dustbin  of history.
Israeli military action against Hamas,
and most significantly Hezbollah, has
followed,    as    has    a    significant
deterioration of relations b etween Israel
and the few Arab states with whom she
shares  diplomatic  relations.  Not for
decades has the goal of lasting peace in
the region seemed so distant.

Despite this reality, or quite possibly
because of it, the year 2007 has seen a
burst  of diplomatic  activity  designed
to  kick-start the  peace  process.  Some
of  this  has   come  from  the  usual
suspects - the US convening meetings
between  Israel  Prime  Minister  Ehud
Olmert and Palestinian Authority Q'A)
President Mahmoud Abbas, while The
Quartet -the US, UN, EU and Russia -
tried  to   resurrect  its   floundering
`Roadmap'   initiative.  Yet  the  most

intriguing development has come from
a  less  likely,  yet  highly  significant
source - the Arab League.

At its summit in late March in Saudi

#oaubi£€'rt:_era:eriacgeth¥,°s¥::i:bea:c£:
Initiative'.  First  floated  by  Crown
Prince Abdullah, now the Saudi King,
the plan was unanimously adopted by
the Arab League states  at their Beirut
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Summit  on 28  March  2002.  After its
initial    rejection    by    Israel,    and
following  a  further  deterioration  in
Israeli-Palestinian relations, the US-led
war in Iraq, and the adoption by Israel
and the PA of the `Roadmap'  in April
of 2003, the plan was shelved.

But the  failure  of the  Roadmap  to
deliver  any  tangible  results,  and  a
growing  belief in  Arab  capitals  that,
due    to    Iraq,    the    US    is    now
diplomatically  impotent  and  highly
unlikely to give priority to Middle-East
peace,  have resulted  in the plan's re-
launch. Arab regimes, especially ones
with political and military associations
with the US - like Egypt, Jordan and
the  Gulf  States  -  are  increasingly
concerned   about   nationalist   and
Islamist  radicalism  at  home  and  the
wider  region.  They  see  Israel-Arab
peace as a potential way of dampening
both.

Based    on    the    land-for-peace
concept,  the  plan  calls  on  Israel  to
withdraw  from  all  territory  taken  in
1967,  to  recognize  a  Palestinian  state
encompassing all of the West Bank and
Gaza   `with  East  Jerusalem  as  its
capital', and for a `just solution' to the
Palestinian refugee issue.  In exchange
the  Arab  world  would  recognize  the
State  of  Israel,  permanently  ending
conflict,  and  establish  full,  normal
relations with the Jewish State.

Unlike  the  initial  launch,  this  time
Arab  governments  are  determined  to
convince all interested parties that they
are serious, that a deal is possible, and
to  throw  the  ball  flrmly  into  Israel's
court. The Egyptian and Saudi Foreign
Ministers  have  both  stressed publicly
that   if  Israel  were  to   accept  the
initiative  `as  a  framework'  all  issues
would be open for negotiation.

So despite Israel' s previous rejection
of the  plan,  and  calls  since  the  re-
launch for key sections to be amended
- especially those regarding Jerusalem,
refugees  and  withdrawal  to  pre-Six
Day War borders - Israeli government
ministers have been keen to emphasize
the plan's symbolic significance.

Prime  Minister  Ehud  Olmert  has
personally stated that he sees `positive
elements' in it, and told a delegation of
four US congressmen on 30 May, `We
see  a  tangible  change  in  the  Arab
position  by  virtue  of the  fact  that
twenty-two Arab countries are looking
for a way to  make peace  with  Israel,
not war. ,

The  most  promising  aspect  of the
plan,  and  potentially  a  historic  Arab
compromise, is the section addressing
the refugees. Rather than restating the
old mantra of `Retum' , the plan instead
talks  of a  `just  solution'.  This  is  no
semantic  nuance,  but  a  vital  and
pragmatic recognition that if peace  is
ever  to   be   attained   a   call   for   a
population  influx,  that  all  are  fully
aware  would  result  in  the  eventual
demographic  destruction  of  Israel,
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cannot be made in any serious or honest
negotiation process.

Due to its continued centrality to the
Palestinian  psyche,  self-identity,  and
indeed to Arab pride, the issue must still
be  decisively  resolved  in  any  peace
treaty,  and  with  Israeli  compromises
substantial  enough  to  be  `sold'  to  the
refugees themselves. But Arab demands
regarding these compromises have now
been  moderated  significantly,  even  if
they remain  shy  about expressing this
publicly to their own people.

The  crucial  question  remains  what
the  Arab  world  views  as  `just'.  Few
clues are given in the plan. It is unlikely
that Arab  governments  have  a  single
view on the matter.

One guide we have is the precedent
set   at  the   last   Israeli-Palestinian
negotiations, at Camp David and Taba
in July 2000 and January 2001. At both,
significant progress  was  made  on the
issue,  with  a  package  proposed  -
including  massive  compensation,  a
`historic statement'  from Israel,  and a
`right of retum' just to the new State of
Palestine - being  seriously  discussed.
Such  a  settlement remains  one  many
Palestinian leaders would be willing to
accept,   so   long  as   it  were  to  be
combined     with     certain     Israeli
compromises on other key issues.

There  is  now  a  growing  economic
and religious dynamic dominating the
thoughts  of Arab policymakers.  Arab
moderates  desire  a  Middle-East  that
will  be  defined  by  capitalism  not
radical Islamism or' pan-Arabism.  Yet
with    ongoing    Israeli-Palestinian
violence  and  unprecedented  levels  of
anti-American sentiment in the region,
regimes  currently  close  to  the  West
and/or  Israel  find  themselves  in  a
precarious position.

An  end to  the Arab-Israel  conflict,
and  the  establishment  of  a  viable,
independent  Palestine,  would  remove
one  of the  radicals'  central  concerns,
and  would  allow  such  Arab  states  to
establish economic ties with Israel and
the US.  This,  it is  hoped, would give
their economies a huge boost, allowing
them to address the increasing needs of
their populations, another vital element
in diminishing support for extremists.

Another key element is the fact that
the  Sunni-Shia  `civil  war'  in  Iraq  is
spilling  over  into  the  wider  region,
while  Islamist  Shi'ite  Iran's  growing
strength has resulted in a  Sunni Arab
`bloc'   emerging  to  counter  it.  Saudi

Arabia in particular is keen to take the
role of regional counterbalance to Iran.
Being  able  to  remove  the  Palestine
factor  from  the  equation  and  move
attention  to  this  threat  on  the  Sunni
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Arab doorstep has thus become a major
priority.

These factors may ironically be the
greatest  drivers   of  all   for  peace.
Suddenly resolution to the Arab-Israel
conflict  is  an  issue  of pressing  self-
interest  for  Arab  governments.  As  a

Despite Israel 's previous
rejection Of the plan,
and calls since the
re-launch f;or key

sections to be amended
- especially those

regarding Jerusalem,
ref ugees and
withdrawal to

pre-Six Day Tmar
borders - Israeli

goverrrment ryinisters
have been keen to

emphasize the plan's
symbolic sighif icance.

key  US-based  Arab  moderate  Rafl
Dajani,  Executive  Director  of  the
American  Task  Force  on  Palestine
argued  in  Boston's  Jew.s¢  ,4c7voccrfe
on  31  May -in a piece written with
Daniel     Levy,     principal     Israeli
negotiator  at  the  Geneva  Initiative  -
with  the  re-launch  of the  plan  the
`Israeli  dream not only to  establish  a

state but to have that state accepted in
the Middle East and live at peace with
its neighbours is within reach'.

`Influential non-Arab Muslim states

have also signed up' they add,  `... it is
no longer an act of wide-eyed naivet6
to envisage an Israel at peace with its
neighbours  and accepted by the Arab
and  Muslim  worlds'.  Moderate  Arab
regimes now need peace with Israel.

Dajani   and   Levy's   assessment
exaggerates the current likelihood of a
breakthrough. It cannot be ignored that
the  current  conditions  in  the  region,
with   crises   gripping   Israeli   and
Palestinian  politics,  and  the  state  of
Israeli-Palestinian  relations  at  a  low
ebb,  are not conducive to  meaningful
negotiations.

While  Dajani  and  Levy  argue  that
the  Unity  Government  deal  between
Fatah   and  Hamas   `...represents   a
broadening   Palestinian   consensus

around the inevitability of a two-state
solution and acceptance of Israel', it is
nonetheless led by a terror faction that
continues  to  be  committed to  Israel's
destruction,  and  has  intensified  the
firing of rockets at Israeli cities. Hamas
will  have  to  drop  their  pro-terror
agenda - pemanently  and unequivo-
cally - before Israel, the US,  or even
the  Europeans,  will  be  convinced  of
such an argument.

While the Arab plan has shown that
compromise  on  the  refugee  issue  is
possible, notable by its absence is any
new  thinking  regarding  the  equally
vital issue of Jerusalem. The violence
of the last few years has been dubbed
by Palestinians the  `al Aqsa Intifada'
for a reason - Jerusalem is top of the
agenda,  and  any  deal  without  some
Palestinian  sovereignty  in  the  city  is
unlikely to be acceptable to Palestinian
and Arab leaders.

If  these  factors  were  not  serious
enough  impediments  to  peace,  two
more  are  also  now  in  the  mix:  the
unabating  Palestinian  factional  in-
fighting with Fatah and Hamas militias
frequently clashing, and the precarious
status   of  the  Israeli  government.
01mert is clinging by his fingertips to
power following the Winograd Com-
mission  report's  damning  assessment
of his  govemment's  performance  in
last summer' s war with Hezbollah.

Even attempts to get the plan's re-
launch off the ground are facing serious
obstacles. The Arab League agreed on
1 0 May to send a delegation to Israel to
discuss  the plan  -  an  historic  move,
even though all its participants will be
from Jordan and Egypt, the only two
states already at peace with Israel -but
as yet no date for the visit has been set.
For the Israelis are stressing that talks
will not occur while rockets fired from
Gaza  are  falling  on  Israel,  and  some
Arab  states  want  Israel  to  suspend
construction of the West Bank barrier
before they will agree to talk.

Peace  is  not  imminent.  Too  many
factors at present to stop negotiations
taking place and deals being clinched.
Even so, the door has once again been
pushed ajar and a stronger desire for
peace now exists on both sides of the
Arab-Israel  divide.  All that is needed
is  positive  change  in  the  regional
political climate, and brave leadership
on both sides. Neither of these comes
along very often in the Middle-East .

HA:GAL M SEGAL is an academic, consultant
and  analyst,  specializing  in  Middle  Eastern
affairs,  geo-strategic  issues,  and  terrorism/
radical  Islamism.  He  is  a  lecturer  in  mode;:rn
Near and Middle-Eastern Politics at New York
University in London.
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ARE NI UNIQUE?
Marc Saperstein

IPROPOSE HERE TO TAKE A
step back and think not about the
anguish  and  agony  of current

headlines, but rather about the Zionist
vision,  and how this vision relates to
the realities of the State of Israel today.

Or, to be more accurate, the Zionist
visions.   It  is   difficult  for  us  to
appreciate  the  enormous  diversity in
Jewish  thought  at  the  turn  of the
nineteenth  century,  which  makes
contemporary  Jewish  divisiveness
seem almost insignificant. The Zionists
were an embattled minority within the
Jewish  people  as  a  whole,  where
intellectual   combat  raged  among
assimilationists, socialists, and religious
Jews  -  Reform,  Modern  Orthodox,
Hasidic  -  most  of whom  agreed  on
little  other  than  their  vilification  of
Zionism as anathema.

The  n-ew  movement  itself  was
constructed over deep  and sometimes
bitter division on fundamental issues. I
will  focus  in  particular  on  three
fundamentalpointsofc6ntentionatthe
heart of classical Zionist thought that
were never resolved and continue as a
source of paradox and tension in Israel
today,
I  the first involving the relationship

between the Jewish people and non-
Jews  within the  arena  of Zionist
aspirations,

I  the second involving the role of the
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Jewish religion,
I  the third involving the disparate goals

of normalization and uniqueness for
the  Jewish people.
I will argue that in each case, there

are forces pushing Israel toward one or
the other of the logical altematives, but
that most of us are unwilling to accept
either  radical  extreme,  preferring
pragmatic inconsistency to a vision of
ideological purism.

The    earliest    Zionist    thinkers
disagreed on whether all Jews would
be  included  in  the  national  Jewish
entity, or whether Jewish communities
in  the  Diaspora  would  continue  to
exist.   There   was   relatively  little
disagreement over the role ofnon-Jews
within this national entity, for a sinple
reason:  they  gave  this  matter  hardly
any thought. Herzl labelled his dream a
Judenstaat  .-   for   sorrLe   Tea,son
regulady mistranslated in English and
Romance  languages  as  `The  Jewish
State' rather than `the Jews'  State'  or
` State of Jews', a distinction central to

Ahad  Ha'am's  critique  -  leaving
unresolved    the    most    important
questions. Does a `State of Jews' mean
exclusively  for  Jews,  primarily  for
Jews? That the political authority and
the  economic  resources  would  be
controlled by Jews? Would non-Jews
be  enfranchised  on  an  equal  basis?
Such  issues  are  simply  by-passed  in

Herzl's epoch-malcing work:  `1 do not
profess to have discovered the shape it
may ultinately take. The world needs
the J#de73Sfczczf; therefore it will arise. '

While       the       early       Zionist
theoreticians, writing in Europe, could
concentrate exclusively on Zionism as
a  solution  to  the  `Jewish  Problem',
those who actually settled in the Land
of Israel could not ignore the question
of non-Jewish inhabitants.

The  ambiguities  of the non-Jewish
roleinthezionistvisionwerepainfully
exposed  in  the  debate  over  `Jewish
Labour'.    Economic    pragmatists,
socialist  radicals,  and  democratic
idealists   all   agreed  that  if  Arab
labourers  wanted  work  and  work
needed to be done, the Arabs should be
hired. The opponents, spearheaded by
A.  D.  Gordon and leaders  of HczpoeJ
Hcz/zczz.r,  were  motivated not by  anti-
Arab  sentiments  but  rather  by  the
desire to prevent Zionism from tuning
into a colonialist movement sustained
by the labour of a native population,
the need to  cultivate  a more positive
Jewish attitude toward physical labour,
and  a  secular-mystical  sense  of the
redemptive power of working the land.
The result was an ideology and a set of
institutions   that   made   the   Arab
population  feel  excluded  from  the
drama of economic grovth and nation-
building.   Despite   the   principled
commitment of most of the founders to
democratic values and equality for all
citizens,  that  legacy  continues  to  the
present.

In  some ways,  the  situation of the
Arab citizens of the State of Israel is
analogous to the minority status Jews
have  experienced  for  the  past  2000
years  in  the  Diaspora:  the  dominant
language of discourse, the rhythms of
the  annual  calendar,  the  founding
myths  of the  nation,  are  rooted  in  a
culture foreign to theirs. But it is not
only the relatively unusual experience
in Muslin history of being an ethnic
and religious minority. What keeps its
Arab citizens from feeling fully part of
the  State  is  fundamentally  different
from the gentle reminder to American
Jews  of minority  status  wben  the
Christmas  tree  is  lit  on  the  White
House lawn,  or to British Jews when
the Queen functions in her role as Lead
of the jinglican Church.

The  theme  of  `The  Star-Spangled
Bamer'- the American flag - is a
unifying  symbol  for  the  disparate
ethnic and religious groups composing
the American body politic. The British
national anthem highlights a different
symbol    of   nation,al    unity:    the
monarchy. ffcrzz.froczfe, by contrast, was



originally  the  anthem  of the  Zioliist
movement; it begins with the `soul of
the Jew' in the Diaspora and ends with
the    aspiration    toward    national
liberation of the Jewish people in the
ancestral  homeland.  It  may  foster  a
sense  of unity  within  the  Jewish
people; its message is at best inelevant
to Arab citizens of the State. The same
is true of the Israeli flag with its symbol
of the six-pointed star: associated with
the Zionist movement, its star chosen
by the Nazis to identify the Jews they
would   humiliate   and  . eventually
murder,  it  represents  the  historical
experience  of the  Jewish  people  in
recent  times.  It  is  inclusive  of Jews
outside the State, not of Arab citizens
within it.

Some Israeli Arabs are calling for a
change to an inclusive national anthem
as a sign of their desire to identify fully
with the State of their citizenship. The
first  Israeli  Arab  cabinet  Minister,
Labour Party member Raleb Majadle,
stands  in  respect  when  Hcr#.frocz%  is
sung, but refuses to sing the words that,
as he puts it, speak only to the Jewish
people. Should this refusal exclude him
from a ministerial position, from being
a member of the Knesset, from being
an Israeli citizen? Would Jews behave
similarly in a country whose national
anthem contained explicitly  Christian
language?

Israel  is  rooted  in  the  political
tradition  of the  nation-state,  with  a
privileged  position  for  the  Jewish
nationality - to some extent legally,
to a greater extent socially, and beyond
question p sychologically. hdeed, there
are  Israelis  for  whom  the  current
privileged  position  of  the  Jewish
people is insufficient. They favour the
policy  of  population  `transfer',  a
euphemism for removing Arabs  both
from the territories and from within the
pre-1967   borders,   by   increasing
inducements  for  emigration  and,  if
necessary,  by  expulsion  of  entire
populations.  Their  goal  is  to  make
Israel  tmly  a  LJc!de#sfczczf,  a  State  of
Jews, only of Jews. The acceptance of
Avigdor  Lieberman  of the  Yisrael
Beitenu   Party   into    the    current
Government as Deputy Prime Minister
further legitimizes  such policies - in
Lieberman's    case,    not   physical
removal  of the  Arab  minority but  a
transfer of sovereignty and withdrawal
of Israeli  citizenship  -  as  a  possible
option for the future.

Few of us, I inagine, would venture
in  this  direction  of  supporting  an
increased  privileging  of the  Jewish
people in the State of Israel by further
disadvantaging  its  Arabs.  But  what
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Most If us would I,ike
to see an Israel in
which rdigious

matters are totally free
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about  the  logical  alternative:  the
renunciation  of any privileged  status
for Jews, the vision of Israel as truly
multi-ethnic  or  fully  bi-national?  At
the very least, Israel as a place in which
Arabs   could  participate  either  as
individuals or as a national entity on a
basis of total equality with Jews.

On   some   levels   this   vision   is
appealing.  It  fits both  our view  of a
properly  democratic  society  and  our
Jewish historical experience, for Jews
have generally fared best in a multi-
ethnic, pluralistic environment. But let
us be clear on what would have to be
sacrificed  for this  vision to  work.  A
new national anthem,  and a new flag
that would serve to unify all inhabitants
of the country: perhaps this would be
worth the cost. But what about the Law
of   Return   -   the   paradigmatic
expression of Israel's  commitment to
the  Jewish  people  throughout  the
world?    There    is    no    plausible
conception  of  an  Israel  with  full
enfranchisement  of  its  non-Jewish
populations that could tolerate such a
law,  favouring the  citizenship  claims
of a widowed  Christian  spouse  of a
totally  secular  and  assimilated  Jew
from Moscow over those of Arabs who
left their  homes  in  Haifa  during  the
turbulence of 1948.

Yet despite the potential of this law
for  misunderstanding   and   abuse,
despite  its  paradoxes  and  anomalies,
even though it rankles in the heart of
every  Palestinian,  how  many  of us
would support its repeal? Can we really

imagine   a   situation   in   which   a
persecuted  Jewish  community  was
allowed  to  emigrate  but  they  were
blocked      because      the      annual
immigration quota imposed by Israeli
government bureaucrats in response to
an  economic  slowdown  had  aiready
been filled? Do we want to return to
the world order of the  1930s, when a
harshandthreateningregimepermitted
Jews  to  leave  but  no  country would
permit them to enter, because no one,
including the United States and Britain,
wanted more immigrants? Would we
be willing for Israel to abandon its role
as a refuge for Jews in need, the home
where - as  Robert Frost put it -
`when you have to go there, they have
to  take  you in'?  Are we prepared to
sever the special bonds between Israel
and the Jewish people in the Diaspora
for the sake of a State that more fully
reflects      the      ideals       of      the
Enlightenment? The truth is that we do
not like compromising on the principle
of equality for Israeli  Arabs,  but we
also  are  not  ready  to  abandon  the
privileged  position  of  the  Jewish
people in Israel. We want both, and it
is hard to explain how we can justify
having them.

Long before the establishment of the
State  of Israel,  and  even  before  the
crystallization of zionism as a political
movement, the role of religion in the
Zionist vision was a source of tension.
As successive aliyot enlarged the new
agricultural  settlements  in  Palestine,
areas of conflict arose with the rabbis
of the  Old  Yishuv  and  the  newly
inergent orthodox political parties -
Mizrahi and Agudas Yisrael - over the
proper  observance  of such  biblical
commandments   as   s%e77zz.#cz%   and
fe./ 'cz);I.773, the establishment of Tel Aviv
as  a  Jewish  city  without  an  official
rabbi,  the  educational  system  and its
curricululn,  women's  suffrage,  and
eventually    the    nature     of    the
govemmental institutions, the need for
a constitution, and the status of Jewish
law in the newly proclaimed State. The
pragmatic way in which most of these
issues   were    either   bypassed   or
temporarily resolved is typified by the
debate   over   the   Declaration   of
Independence  that  almost  postponed
the   establishment   of   Israel:   the
orthodox   refused   to    endorse    a
Declaration that contained no mention
of  God,  the  secularists  refused  to  a
Declaration  that  contained  such  a
mention. The last minute compromise
was  to  incorporate  the  creatively
ambiguous phrase,  `with trust in /s#r
yisrcz'eJ'  (the  Rock  of Israel),  which
each group could interpret as it wished.
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There are many Jews in Israel today
whose  vision  of  a  `Jewish  State'
requires  a  dramatic  expansion  in the
public role of Jewish religious practice
and law. They are deeply pained by the
Israeli  legal  system based largely  on
British and Ottoman law rather than on
Halacha,  by Jews in the  `Holy Land'
raising pigs  so  that the  meat  can be
sold  in  certain  butcher  shops,  by
pornography    being    hawked    in
Jerusalem,  by national television  and .
radio  stations. broadcasting  on  the
Sabbath. They want to use the powers
of governmental regulation to impose
patterns  of behaviour that reflect the
unique  values  of Torah  law.  Such  a
vision frightens most of us, suggesting
the spectre of `theocracy' - a state in
which  Judaism  would  play  a  role
analogous to that of Islam in Iran or
Saudi Arabia.  We therefore naturally
gravitate toward those  working for a
full  separation  of faith  and  state,  a
removal  of Jewish  orthodoxy  and its
power  brokers  from  positions  of
authority in public life.

Yet perhaps we need to take more
seriously  a  waning  once  made  by
David  Hartman  that  `It  would  be  a
tragic  mistake  for  Reform  Jews  to
identify   themselves   with   secular
Zionism  in Israel.'  For  alongside  the
liberals are others - champions of a
radical  and  militant  secularism  -
whose  vision  of  Israel  leaves  little
public  space  for  Jewish  religious
tradition at all. Their alliance with us
against the  orthodox  establishment  is
purely     tactical,     for    they     are
contemptuous     of    non-orthodox
expressions of religious Judaism. They
share our revulsion for the scandalous
hypocrisy  of orthodox  control  over
kashrut   certificates,   conversions,
wedding  dates,  funeral  arrangements.
But their fight is not only against the
instruments of religious  coercion, but
against  all  expressions  of  Jewish
religious practice in the public domain.
If their  vision  were  to  prevail,  most
Orthodox  Jews  in  Israel  would  feel
marginalized and disenfranchised, and
we  too  might  well  discover  that
something precious  and unique  about
Israel had been lost.

Where should we stand on the ques-
tion  of pemiitting  discotheques  and
bars  to  operate  on  the  Sabbath  in
predominantly secular neighb ourho o ds
of Jerusalem? On the side of freedom
of choice for the secularists? Or on the
side of those who want to preserve the
unique character of the holy city? What
about  a  proposal  to  allow  Egged to
continue  bus  service  on  Shabbat  -
driven by secular Jews who will earn
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overtime  wages  -  through  predomi-
nantly  secular  neigLbourhoods,  in
order to allow those who do not own
cars to  attend a football game? What
about allowing stores in Kikar Zion to
remain open to afford more shopping
opportunities to those who work long
hours  six days  a week,  or to tourists
who have limited time in the city?

Think  of late  Friday  afternoon  in
Jerusalem:  the  serenity that  descends
upon  the  hills  as  stores  close,  buses
return to their lots, the streets begin to
empty of cars. For many of us, this is
one of the most beautiful and moving
experiences  of being in Israel.  At the
same tine, we are opposed to religious
coercion  in  Israel  through  legislation
fostered by Orthodox political parties
who  represent  a  minority  of  the
electorate. It violates our commitment
to  freedom  of choice.  But  given  the
current  demography,  how  can  the
serenity  of  Shabbat  descend  upon
Jerusalem  without  some  measure  of
religious  coercion  that  compels  the
stores to close?

Most ofus would like to see an Israel
in which religious matters  are totally
free   of  government   control,   left
entirely  up  to  the  decision  of the
individual citizen. But are we prepared
to see large areas of Jerusalem take on
the  character  of Shabbat  on  the  Tel
Aviv beachfront? Should it be our fight
to ensure that Jews in Israel will have
the right to buy bread on Pesach,  eat
bczsczr Jcrvcz7c in the army mess-hall, go
to  a  bar  on  Friday  night,  travel  on
public transportation to  the beach on
Saturday  morning,  and  fly  EI  Al  on
Saturday afternoon? Is this part of our
vision  of Israel?  Actually  we  have
conflicting visions: an envirorment for
full  Jewish  living,  and  a  society  of
complete  freedom of choice. And we
do  not  quite  know  how  to  reconcile
them.

A third point of tension in Zionist
thought: Is the purpose of Zionism to
end  the  anomalies  of  the  Jewish
historical  experience,  to  facilitate  a
return of the Jewish people into history
like other nations? Or is it to create the
conditions in which the Jewish people
can    fulfil    a    unique    vocation,
fundamentally  different  from  that  of
other nations, integrally bound up with
the  radical  transformation  of human
history associated with the coming of
the Messiah?

Most  classical  Zionist  thinkers
defined the  goal of the movement  as
the  `normalization'   of Jewish  life.
Formative texts begin by condemning
what is  anomalous  arid bizarre  about
the   way   Jews   currently   live   -

occasionally  in  negative  terms  not
noticeably different from the discourse
of contemporary  anti-Semites.  The
Biblical  phrase  `1ike  all  the  nations'
and the value-laden metaphor `normal'
recur as leitmotifs in the literature, as
in  Ben  Yehudah's  proclamation  that
by colonizing and mastering the land
of our  fathers,  `we  shall  again  be  a
people like all others'.

Thisaspirationtowardnomalcyand
repudiation  of uniqueness  I;ontinued
•in such twentieth-century thinkers as
A.  D.  Gordon  and  Joseph  Hayyim
Brenner.  Even  the  Declaration  of
Independence of the newly established
State uses the phrase `to be like every
orfuer  peaprie'  -  li-hyot  ke-lchol  am
Ve-am.

Yet    alongside    this    dominant
conception  was  another that  rejected
the goal of normalization. Unwilling to
define Jewish identity by the standards
of other peoples  or  to  accept  a role
comparable  to  that  of  other  tiny
nations,   they   adapted  traditional
models   of  Jewish   uniqueness   to
express the essence of their movement.
Even a secularist like Nahman Syrkin,
attempting to  synthesize  Zionist  and
socialist ideology, argued in 1898 that
the  `unique  historic  mission'  of the
Jews is to be the fist people to realize
in their own state the  socialist vision.
In this  way,  the  Jewish people  `will
once  again become the chosen of the
peoples' and `redeem the world'..

Religious Zionists saw the return to
the  land  as  part  of the  process  that
would    lead    to     the     messianic
redemption,  in which the  central role
of the Jewish people in history would
be reestablished. Th`ose writing from a
non-orthodox  religious  perspective
also vehemently repudiated the goal of
normalization.  Judah  Leib  Magnes,
playing  on the  phrase  of the  4/ey72zj
prayer,  noted ruefully that  `Much  of
the   theory   of  Zionism  has   been
concerned with making the Jews into a
normal  nation  in  Palestine  like  the
"gentiles   of  the   lands"   and   the
"families  of the  earth".  And Martin
Buber defended his notion of Hebrew
humanism `in opposition to that Jewish
nationalism which regards Israel as a
nation like other nations . . . Israel is not
a nation like other nations, no matter
how  much  its  representatives  have
wished it during certain eras'.

Today  the   ideology   of  Zionist
uniqueness functions most powerfully
in two arenas. The first is the Messianic
Zionism   still   typified   by   Gush
Emunin.  The  see  the  Zionist  enter-
prise  as  fraught  with  redemptive
s±gni:ficance,a.Heilsgeschichteremoved
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from ordinary standards  of judgment.
Such instruments as negotiation, com-
promise,  consensus-building,  rational
assessments  of benefit  and  cost,  may
be a betrayal of unique responsibility
to be shouldered by the Jewish people
at this  moment  in history.  Vthen the
coming of the Messiah is at stake, hu-
man   lives,   civil  rights,   minority
aspirations, even peace, may fade into
relative insignificance.

The second arena is filled with those
liberal Christians and radical Jews who
use this  conception as a whip for the
constant  flagellation  of Israel.  Their
underlying    assumption-whether
articulated or not.-is that Israel should
already  by  now  be  living  by  the
messianic  standards  of justice  and
peace; that it should have no corruption
in  government,  no  inefficiency  in
bureaucracy,     no     harsh     prison
sentences, no military targeting errors,
no  spies,  no  Mossad-and  that the
existence of all these imperfections and
concessions  to  the  real  world proves
beyond  doubt  the  tragic  failure  of
Zionism.

Both  of these  visions  of Israeli
uniqueness  are  repugnant to  most  of
us. The frst implies that because of the
messianic  issues  at  stake,  ordinary
moral  standards  are  irrelevant  to
Israel's behaviour. The second inposes
on  Israel  an  impossible  messianic
burden,  judging  Israel  by  standards
applied  to  no  other  country  in  the
region, and to no other country facing
similar vulnerability under conditions
of war,  but rather by  standards  of a
dream that has never yet been realized
in this world. We resent this  `double
standard'    and    the    questionable
motivation  behind  it.  The  desire  for
`normalization'  is understandable and

strong.
Yet following the logic  of normal-

ization to  its  conclusion produces  an
Israel that few of us would recognize.
A  classical  formulation  is  expressed
.by  Hillel  Hal]dn  in  his  I,e#ersi  fo  cz73
Americdn Zionist Friend..  ¢Perhaps in
ourchildren'schildren'stimewereally
will come to be in this land a people
like all the Gentiles . . . I do not consider
these words a reproach. . . If we had as
much true culture in this country as the
Albanians  or Finns,  the  Guatamalans
or  the  Greeks,  I  would  gladly  say
dayemtoo:

But  would we  be prepared to  say
dczj;e73c/  for  this?  Louis  Brandeis's
description of the  1915  Yishuv -  `h
the Jewish colonies  of Palestine there
are no Jewish criminals; because every-
one, old and young alike, is led to feel
the glory of his people and his obliga-
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tion  to  carry  forward  its  ideals'  -
strikes us today not only as poignantly
inaccurate  but  as  fundamentally mis-
guided:  why  should  anyone  expect
Israel  to  be  a  perfect  society.  Yet
Bialik's  famous  aphorism,  that  he
would  consider  the  Zionist  dream
fulfilled when the first Jewish horse-
thiefwas arrested in Tel Aviv ®erhaps,
in   contemporary  terms,   the   first
President of Israel indicted for sexual
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Of the prophets and
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misconduct?),  seems  similarly  unap-
pealing.  Is  this  why  Jews  clung  for
centuries to a vision of return?

Yes,  we  repudiate  a  hypocritical
`double standard', but are we.ready to

accept  the  ethical  standards  of  al-
Qaida,  Hezbollah,   and  Hamas  as
appropriate for Israel? Ready to accept
an envirormental policy as benighted
as  that  of  the  average  industrial
country? To  accept a national culture
aspiring   to   reach   the   level    of
Albania's? Surely there are many of us
who camot overcome the inpulse to
see in Israel something more than this:
as an experiment in Utopia that has not
been  fully  successful 'but  has  not
entirely  failed;   as   a  hint  of  the
challenges and yet the possibilities of
fulfilling Biblical visions of restoration
and rebirth?

With all the perils of invoking divine
sanction  and  messianic  scenarios  to
justify  political  policies  or  military
campaigns,   have   there   not   been
moments  in the past  fifty-nine  years
when we sensed in the drama of this

tiny country something deeper than the
exigencies  o£  Realpolitik,  wherL  we
intuited that the events unfolding there
may indeed have some connection with
the  ambiguities  of God's  presence  in
history,     with     reshit     tsemihat
ge 'c//czfe#z/? I was stmck by a statement
near    the    beginning    of    David
Grossman' s magnificent address at the
annualmemorialceremonyforYitzhak
Rabin  on  4  November  2006:  `1  am
totally secular, and yet in my eyes the
establishment  and the  very  existence
of the  State  of Israel  is  a miracle  of
sorts that happened to us as a nation - a
political, national, human miracle. ' We
resent seeing Israel criticized for doing
what  other  nations  do,  yet  we  are
reluctant to  abandon the  claim to  be
heirs  of the prophets  and the  rabbis,
who  were  unwilling to  settle  for the
lowest  common  denominator  as  a
moral  principle.   We   want  to   be
`normal' and `special' as well.

Unlike  some  of the  simpler, purer,
more consistent visions of a renewed
Israel,  ours  is  a  vision  not  focused
through a lens but refracted through a
crystal.  What  it  lacks  in  clarity  and
simplicity,  it gains  in the richness  of
multiple perspectives superimposed. It
is a vision that reflects not an artificial
or  hypothetical  unity  of the  Jewish
people or of the Israel body politic, but
the   extraordinary  and  sometimes
bewildering diversity of both.  It may
mean that the. paradoxes  and internal
contradictions  of Israel as  it exists  at
age  fifty-nine - the  infamous  `status
quo' -are preferable to any attempt at
radical remoulding.

The  fact is  that we  cannot have  a
guaranteed refuge for Jews in fear of
pogroms without making Arab citizens
feel  somewhat  disenfranchised.  We
camot have a Jerusalem suffused with
rfue prese;nee  of  Shabbat  ha-Malkah
without  some  measure  of religious
coercion. We cannot have a dramatic
rescue  of  14,000  Beta  Yisrael  Jews
without a Mossad that violates the rules
of  `Miss  Manners'.  Visions  of  a
renewed Israel may be fine, but only so
long as they do not interfere with our
capacity to  love Israel  as  it is today,
with   its   agonizing   imperfections
alongside its extraordinary capacity for
self-criticism and self-transcendence.

An!d torrworITorw?  Insha'alah,  yikyeh
be-seder 1

RABBI PROFESSOR MARC SAPERSTEIN,
Principal Of I,eo  Baeck Cotlege, was formerly
Director  Of the Progrcan in Juda:ie  Sfndies  at
George Washington University. He is the a;uthor
Of i'ra:ny  books  and  articles  on  the  histciry  Of
Jewish preaching  and  other  topics  in  Jewish
history.
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ST
HOW

CK WITH
GOD

Lionel Blue

A few months ago, Lionel Blue was invited to give a
talk to the Roform Movement's Assembly Of Rabbis on

beliof in God and personal experience. The talk
prompted several `Thoughts For The Day' and led to

the f;ollowing vintage Blue article.
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ITRIED   TO   ANSWER   THE
questionswhicharisefi.ommyown
belief very  simply in two recent

radio talks, which I have here adapted
for  AfflJVIV4.  They  are  personal  and
experiential, not theological.

There  has  been  a  lot  of  religion
around lately what with Passover and
Pentecost,  or  sects  badmouthing each
other,   or   blowing   each   other  to
kingdom come as in the Middle East,
or  interesting  arguments  between
believers   and  non-believers   with
indecisive results. Some youngsters at
Passover asked me how I came to join
such  a  bizarre  bandwagon.   Their
honest  question  deserves  an  honest
answer, so here goes.

As a youngster I never liked religion
much,  I  preferred  Marxist revolution
because my share of the world's lolly
was not large  enough,  which  did not
seem fair. Politics also attracted me at
that time because sexual gratification,
which was not permitted then, could be
sublimated  into  power  drives,  which
Were.

But  one  day  I  left  a  marching
procession extolling Stalin and his East
European Mafia and never rejoined it.
The  gulags  were  known.   So   suc.h
shouting  seemed  obscene.  I  watched
`scientific'      professors      twisting

themselves  into  corkscrews  to  avoid
seeing  the  obvious.  Parted  from  my
comrades  I  was  so  desperate  to  be
loved by anybody, anywhere, anyhow,
I wondered if a spiritual flirtation with
the cosmos could substitute for the real
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Moon and Mars landings did not excite me, despite the hype.
They were just more rocks.

And yet this chilling cosrhic duliness was shot through by foashes
Of transcendence that I also experienced. I list them as they

appeared to me in 1950: The compassion in Iiembrandt's pictures
Of decaying oldies. The hopes Of Ame Frank. The people who

stood up f;or me in crowded carriages when I was ill.
Viiictor Gollancz, a Jew struggling f tor the righis Of
Palestinian refugees after their rnditary defeat.

My mother giving up her only winter coat to the cleaning woman.

thing in bed. But I tried to believe too
much too quickly and retched it all up.
In  our  cheerless   college  chapel  I
wondered what sort of universe I was
in.

It seemed a pointless  one  from my
viewpoint.  Species waxed and waned
eating each other up alive.  Stars blew
up  and new stars formed out of their
detritus  and  cycles  of  creation  and
destruction  led nowhere.  Later Moon
and Mars landings  did not excite me,
despite the hype. They were just more
rocks.

And   yet   this   chilling   cosmic
dullness was  shot through by flashes
of    transcendence     that    I     also
experienced.   I  list  them  as  they
appeared    to    me    in    1950:    The
compassion  in  Rembrandt's  pictures
of decaying oldies. The hopes of Anne
Frank.  The people who  stood up  for
me  in crowded carriages when I was
ill. Victor Gollancz, a Jew struggling
for the rights  of Palestinian refugees
after their military defeat. My mother
giving up her only winter coat to the
cleaning woman. How did these fit in
with the rocks? What was their origin,
and  their  relation  to   dead  debris
whirling around in space?

These flashes started to coalesce, in
a  Quaker  meeting,  into  a  spiritual
dimension, which eventually found an
inner voice that spoke in me. I tested it
out.   It  did  not  lead  me  into  cloud
cuckoo  land  but  towards  generosity,
kindness  and  self-knowledge.  If your
religion does the same for you, you are
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on the right road.  `And that is why  I
became a rabbi'  I told the youngsters.
For  non-sensible  realities,  you  need
self knowledge because you will have
to use your imagination and you must
be   careful  that  you   do   not  trick
yourself.`No I've never experienced miracles
-  only  wonders,'  I  said,  forestalling

questions.   `What  is  the  difference?'
they asked. `Our rabbi's prayers are so
powerful'  his  followers  asserted.  `He
even  persuades  God  to  do  his  will.'
Well  my  prayers  are  occasionally  so
powerful that they  even persuade  me
to  do  God's will.  I went into religion
because I was in need.  I  stick with  it
because it works.

Here is how it works. Today I woke
up  twitchy  what with  a war with  no
foreseeable end, global warming which
sounds cosy like an electric blanket but
could cover our earth in a deep freeze
with  mammoths,  the  discovery  of
strange  new  earthlike  planets,  ever
suffering  refugees  and  my  personal
ageing problem of how to plan ahead
when  the  goal  posts  shift  ever  faster
and in only one direction.

But it is my BBC moming and my
immediate  concern  is  not the  cosmos
but just  the  courage  to  get  up.  So  I
bellow  in  bed  my  old  friend  Sidney
Carter's hyrm:

`As I travel through the bad and

good,
Keep me travelling the way I

should.
And where I see no way to go,

You'll be showing me the way I
know.'

Then  I  say,  `My  dear  Friend,  my
Whomsoever  Whatsoever,  stay  with
me.  Stick around please.' No blinding
light  follows,  which  being  epileptic  I
would not appreciate, but my attention
turns from my own ego to the needs of
my listeners.  So, spiritually, I'm back
on course.

But when I am back home from the
BBC,  I  must  complete  the  course
with  an  act  of  kindness  to  people
worse  off than me because they are
God's  stand-ins,  whether by  e-mail,
telephony   or  bringing   gifts  to   a
charity shop.

And then it is time to treat myself.
So  should  you  because  you  cannot
love your neighbour unless you love
yourself.   It  says   so  in  the  Bible.
Perhaps  you  will  find  a  first  hand
Rembrandt   in   the   charity   shop.
Perhaps  in the charity shop you will
sing  `God  loves  a cheerful giver,  so
give  him  all  you've  got'  and  your
goodness will glow like a holiday tan.
Do  not  worry  if your  good  deed  is
small.  The  reward  of a  good  deed,
say  the  rabbis,  can  be  a  bigger  and
better  good  deed  .  And  if  all  this
sounds  too  sweet,  sentimental  even,
like  a  romance  or  love  story,  well
that is just what religion is .

RABBI LIONEL BLUE is z/#z.gz/e. ffe is c7/s'o c!
former rabbi Of Middlesex New Synagogue and
convener  of  the   RSGB   Belt  Din.  His  many
broadcasts  and  books  have  made  him  a in:uch
loved and admired national figure.
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BARRY HYMAN  IN  CONVERSATION  WITH

SIR SIGMUND STERNBERC KGSGjp
Interfaith leader and

President Of The Movement forReform Judaism

Q; What was your childhood like?
A: We were well off. I had a sister, who

is a noted painter. I was educated to
the age of eighteen in Hungary, at
the Gymnasium, High School. My
parents were in the antique business
and were interested in communal
work. My grandparents and mother
had `Christian papers' and were in
hiding when the Germans invaded
Hungaryin1944.Mymotherhelped
others to escape. My father had died
when I was fourteen. The war did
not affect the Jews in Hungary to a
great extent until the Nazis arrived,
after which life became intolerable
when  anti-Jewish  laws  came  into
force and the deportations started.

Q; Who decided you should leave?
A:  My mother. My cousin in London,

Rabbi  Dr  Solomon  Schonfield,
founder of the Hasmonean School,
Hendon,helpedmegetaBritishvisa
when  I  was  seventeen.  He  saved
hundreds of children. I came on my
own.  I was  quite  independent but
was only allowed to come here after
undertaking not to seek paid work.

Q.. Wlere you an  `alien'?
A:  As Hungary was not at war, I was

classified  as  a  `friendly  enemy
alien'. The late Lord Charles Forte
asked me once how it was that he
was  interned but not I.  He  didn't
understand   why   Italians   and
Germans  were  interned  but  not
Hungarians.

Q;WereyouaheadyanEnglishspeaker?
A: Yes, we leant English and German

as children.
Q; What was your first job?
A:  As   I   could   not   take   up   paid

employment  I  went  to  auction
rooms  and bought goods  which  I
resold. I remember buying hospital
equipment on one occasion.

Q; So wky the metals business?
A:  It  was  considered  `essential  war

work',   so   I   formed   my   own
company but as an `alien' could not
be a Director, so appointed a Briton.
From childhood, I was interested in
Zionist work. In fact I fomed the first
Metal Traders Israel Committee.

Q; How did your imoivement with the
Jewish corrrmunity happen?

A:  I was a member of Adas Yisroel in
Green Lanes  in  Stoke Newington,
but left that movement and joined
the United Synagogue when I was
married  to  my  first  wife,  Ruth
Schiff, in 1949. That was by Rabbi
Dr Lehrman, at the New Synagogue,
Egerton Road,  Stamford Hill.  Our
first home was in Hendon where we
lived for about fourteen years, after
which we got divorced. My children
Michael,   a  top   barrister,   and
Frances,  a painter who  regularly
exhibits, were born during that time.
I was then a member of Hendon
Raleigh Close United  Synagogue,
where the Rev Leslie Hardman was
the Minister.

Q;There    are    some    interesting
coincidences here. I was a child Of
EgertonRoad,barmitzvahbyRabbi
Lehrman.  My wife's  grandparents,
Herman & Leah Berman, were the
f ;ounders Of Raleigh Close. The f trst
High Holyday service was in their
house. My wife grew up there under
the Rev Leslie Hardman, who had
been the first Je;wish Minister into.
Belsen.  But to continue - how did
you and H.azel meet?

A:  She was the widow of my cousin,
bringing up her two children, Ruth
and David,  alone, but we  did not
many until 1974.

Q; How  did your  activity  with  the
Labour Party come about?

A:  I was Treasurer of the Hendon South
Labour Party.

Q; Your Knighthood was about then?
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A:  Yes,1976. I assisted in setting up a
Labour  think  tank,  the  Labour
Finance & Industry Group, which
consisted of business people. It was
very  unusual  at  that  time  for
business people to be involved with
Labour. I am still actively involved
with the LFIG and am the Honorary
Life President.

Q.. When  did your  involvement with
Reform  begin  and  how  did  the
Stermberg Centre get established?

A:  Soon after that, but I have to stress
thatPeterLevywastheprimemover
and without him the Centre would
not have happened. I should like to
see him succeed me as President of
the Refomi Movement.

Q.. Let's  talk  interfaith,  your first
priority perhaps.

A:  As far as the Council of Christians
and  Jews  (CCJ)  is  concerned,
Sammy Fisher, the then President of
the Board of Deputies,  said to me
`Sigi,  I've got a mitzvah  for you.

They're  in  financial  trouble  and
need your  support.'  So  I  helped
reorganize the  CCJ.  I was  elected
to take over from Eddie Rothschild
as Treasurer. I said that we needed
dialogue with the Muslims but the
people  running  the  CCJ  did  not
think it was necessary and were not
interested. `We have to concentrate
on Christians and Jews. '

The late Dr Zaki Badawi of the
Muslim College was also very keen
ondialogueandwasknockingatthe
door, so together vuth Rev Marcus
Braybrooke (the previous Director
of the CCJ) we founded the Three
Faiths Forum in 1997. Dr Badawi's
death last year was very sad and he
issorelymissed.Hewasagreatman
and replacing him is difficult.

Q.. Wh:y this  determination to connect
dif ferent f ;drha?

A:  Back in Hungary we lived near the
Basilica, which had  on  its  Dome
`Ego sum via veritas et vita, ' ¢1 a;rr+

the way, the tnith and the life'.  I
wanted to make contacts.

Q..Your     other     mission     is     to
commemorate Raoul  Wallenberg
worldwide. Wrhy him?

A: He  saved Jews  in Hungary  and
stands as  an example of how one
man  can  make  a  difference.  I
assisted in getting his statue erected
in  Marble Arcb  and  the  Queen
graciously  agreed  to  unveil  it.
President Herzog of Israel, United
Nations  Secretary  General  Kofi
Annan,  and  the  Swedish  Royal
family  all  attended.  I've  since
established memorials  around the
world - Argentina, Chile, Uruguay,
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Slovakia and so on and I am anxious
to establish more. It is for people to
see what happened to us.

Q.. How did your invoivement with the
Vatican begin?

A:  I was Chairman of the International
Council  of  Christians  &  Jews
(ICCJ), the umbrella organization of
thirty-six national dialogue groups.
I met Cardinal Mejia who was  on
our  Council  and he  told  me  that
Pope John Paul 11 saw Jews coming
out of the Rome Synagogue and told
his driver to stop so he could bless
them.  I  suggested  that the  Pope
might    consider    visiting    the
synagogue.    After    protracted
negotiations, he agreed to come and
it was a major act of reconciliation
because it was the first time a Pope
had  ever  visited  a  synagogue.
Before the visit, I received a letter
from the Nuncio in London saying
that the Pope wanted to create me a
Papal  Knight.  I  had no  idea what
was  involved  and  consulted  the
Chief  Rabbi,   Lord   Immanuel
Jakobovits, who already knew about
it  and  said  I  should  accept.  The
Vatican were very accommodating
and agreed that I could change the
oath  in keeping with my religion.
My wife, Hazel, was later created a
Papal Dame, the first Jewish woman
to have been honoured in this way.

Q; You  then led  a  group  of Roform
rabbis to meet Pope John Paul 11.

A:  I  arranged  it  through  the  Papal
Nuncio in London who was a good
friend.  One  of the  results  was  a
Catholic-Jewish colloquium which
was held at the Stemberg Centre.

Q.. You also got involved with the issue
of the runs and the removal Of the
corrvent at Ausclowitz.

A:  It  went  on  for  ages  and  is  well
documented in the book BczZZ/e /or
j4e£Scfei4;z./z  by  Emma  Klein.  The
nuns  had  taken  over  a  former
Zyklon 8 gas store as a priory and
couldn't understand why survivors
didn't want them praying  at what
was a Jewish cemetery. The Nuncio
in Great Britain asked me to try and
resolve the dispute.  Subsequently I
met Cardinal Glemp, the Primate of
Poland, when he came to London.
Rabbi Tony Bayfleld was present at
the meeting, along with the Polish
Ambassador,  the  Cardinal  and
myself, where a letter of agreement
was signed. The late Pope, John Paul
11,   of  course,   the   2nd   Vatican
Council, Nostra Aetate and Jewish
friends   did  much   to   improve
relations. He prayed at the Kofe/. I
don't know the new Pope, but hope

to meet him soon.
Q..We   haven't   talked   about   the

Templeton  Prize.  (American born
RAodes Scholar Sir John I;empleton,
lanighted in  1987 for philanthropy,
established the I:empleton Prize f ;or
Progress in Religion in 1972).

A:  I was very glad when I was awarded
the Templeton Prize for Progress in
Religion in  1998.  It was presented
at  Buckingham  Palace  by Prince
Philip and I was invited to speak at
the United Nations about my work.
The  Templeton  Prize  was  $1.2
million  which  I  gave  away  to
charity.

Q; You've had countless  awards from
many  countries,  but  would  the
Templeton Prize be the Jewel in the
Crown?

A:  Certainly.  I  have  awards  from
nineteen countries and six honorary
university degrees.  The  advantage
of these  awards  is  that they help
promote  my  work  for  interfaith
dialogue      and     the     Reform
Movement.  My portrait presently
hanging  at  the  National  Portrait
Gallery has also provoked a lot of
interest  in  interfaith.  I  have  my
colleagueswhohelpandsupportmy
work,  all younger than me  and I
hope they will  continue the work
once   I   have   to   give   up.   Our
Movement   Head   Rabbi   Tony
Bayfieldhadrecentlybeenawarded
a Lambeth degree, the first Reform
Rabbi to receive it, and he's now one
of the Presidents of the CCJ, so it
all  helps  our  profile.  The  2020
Visionshowsusprogressingfurther,
but there is still some way to go.

Q.. At  eighty-six  are you thinking of
slowing up?

A: No,  I  enjoy it and it's useful.  I'm
fit.  I swim every day. My mother
lived until age ninety-four, in good
health,  and  I  hope  I  shall  do  the
same. I was appointed a magistrate
in   1965   and   I'm   still   on   the
Supplementary List.

I  am  very  pleased  to  be  the  only
Jewish leader from the UK who takes
part   in  the   annual   Davos   World
Economic Forunn and next month I am
off to Jordan for a WEF conference.

I read many newspapers and most of
the religious press which Lelp me keep
abreast  of national  and  international
matters.

We  have  eight  grandchildren  and
enjoy  the  interaction  with them very
much .

BARB:Y IIYNIAIl is Vice President Of Radiett
&  Bushey  Roform  Synagogue  and f;ormer  PR
consultant to RSGB.
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A:|e:a:T=Te;FI;T:!i::u:iasc:o|b:
my questions  on Halacha,  philosophy
and theology.  I miss his  teaching,  his
humour  and  his  anecdotes  about
Talmud and Chasidut. I even miss the
occasional  wry  remarks  about  the
`chief' rabbi - office, not person - on

the one hand and the Masorti movement
on the other. I miss the significance of
his presence, that bastion of leaning
and piety which he represented. Jewish
life  feels  more  vulnerable  in  his
absence.

His  achievements  were  immense:
An z.//z/I.,  a genius, he wrote some flfty
books  covering the  fields  of Talmud,
Chasidism,  Jewish  law  and theology.
He  was  an  outstanding  scholar,  a
brilliant teacher,  a wonderful  speaker
and had a tremendous sense of humour.
But  above  all  he  was  fearless  in  his
pursuit of intellectual truth.  His  great
disapfJointment was the  failure  of the
orthodox  community,  his  emotional
and  spiritual  home,  to  engage  with
those  challenges  which  he  rightly
perceived  to  be  the  most  signiflcant
theological issues for Judaism today.

It is impossible to appreciate Rabbi
Jacobs'     teachings     without     an
understanding  of his  own  intellectual
development.    He    was    born    in
Manchester  in  a  traditional,  but  far
from  extreme,  orthodox  home.  His
father's  parents  came  from  Telz  in
Lithuania, a town whose Yeshivah was
to  fascinate  him  throughout  his  life.
His mother's family came from Mitau,
near Riga, in Latvia. Soon after his bar
mitzvah,  Jacobs  went  to  study  at the
Manchester Yeshivah, where he stayed
for seven years. He greatly admired the
Jtosfe   yes¢z.1/crfo,   Rabbi   Segal,   from
whom he later received se777z.c¢crfe.  But
the teacher he  loved most was  Rabbi
Dubov, who was `jovial and always in
a good mood, as  a true Chasid should
be'] .  Till the  end of his  life he had  a
picture of him outside his study.

Jacobs  wanted  to  attend  the  great
Yeshivah of Telz, both because of the
family link and because he admired the
Lithuanian  method  of Talmud  study.
He had already obtained the necessary
documents  when  war  broke  out.  So
instead,    he   went   to   the   newly
established   Gateshead   Kolel   -   a
talmudic  seminary  at  post-graduate
level - where he described himself, at
the age of twenty as the  `babe'  of the
place.  In  his  autobiography  he  wrote
about the  ideals  of the  Kolel:  `Every
member...believed  with  perfect  faith
that the Torah, written and oral, is the
revealed  word  of  God,  therefore  to
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study  the  Torah  is  to  think  God's
thoughts after Him. It is to engage the
mind in eternal wisdom and truth; to be
wondrously  united  with  the  divine
Author of the  Torah'.  2  Although  his
views  on  the  question  of the  direct,
divine authorship of the Torah were to
change, leaming remained his passion
and   the    source   of   his    spiritual
communion     all     his     life.     His
engagement  in  academic  scholarship
notwithstanding,  Jacobs  had  never
entirely wanted to  leave the world  of
the yeshivah, nor, for all his difficulties
with its theology, did it ever leave him.
Shortly  before  he  died  I  asked  him
about  his  heroes:   `The  Ragadshover
Gaon', he replied, Rabbi Joseph Rozin
of Dvinsk,  `who  knew  the  whole  of
Rabbinic  literature  by  heart  and  of
whom Bialik once  said that from one
Ragadshover  two  Einsteins  could  be
Carved'.3

After     receiving     se77€z.cfeczfe      in
Manchester, Jacobs moved to London
to  serve  as  assistant rabbi  at  Munk's
Shul  in  Golders  Green,  a  bastion  of
German orthodoxy. Here was a world
at once pious and traditional yet open
to  western  values.  Members  of  the
Munk congregation included academics,
artists, philosophers, scientists as well
as  businessmen.  The  German  rabbi,
whether  orthodox  or  `liberal',  was

required to have a university education,
including a doctorate. Elliot Cosgrove
has   drawn   attention   to   the   key
significance which Rabbi Dr Alexander
Altmann,  the  Communal  Rabbi  of
Manchester  and  a  refugee  from  Nazi
Germany,  was  later  to  hold  for  the
much younger Jacobs, to whom he was
a  role  model  of the  rabbi  scholar,  at
home both in the world of Jewish and
academic leaming.

Jacobs eurolled to study Semitics at
University College, London. There he
was Dr Siegfried Stein's  sole student.
Dr.   Stein,   another   German   Jew,
was     fond     of    quoting     Moritz
Steinschneider' s adage `The beginning
of wisdom  is  bibliography'.4  Indeed,
this play on the original quotation `The
beginning of wisdom is the fear of the
Lord' highlighted precisely the tension
that soon dominated Jacobs'  thinking
and  career.  Dr.  Stein  discussed  with
him  the  topics  he  had  studied  at  the
Hochschule in Berlin. These included
modem critical methods of text study
and their results, which, wrote Jacobs,
were not felt to be `incompatible with
Jewish  observance'.5 He  was  later  to
conclude that neither Dr Stein nor other
observant  teachers  had  adequately
thought  through  the  consequences  of
this  knowledge.  Rabbi  Jacobs'   own
ability  to  do  so,  despite  the  fact  that
they  overturned  the  very  foundations
of his previous leaming, is remarkable
and  testifies  to  his  extraordinary
intellectual  curiosity,  courage  and
tenacity in pursuit of what he believed
to be the truth.

In 1954 Rabbi Jacobs took the pulpit
of the  prestigious,  left-of-centre New
West  End  Synagogue,  part  of  the
United    Synagogue.    In    1957    he
published We Have Reason To Believe.
The  book  is  deeply  traditional  in  its
approach to  God,  faith  and  such  key
doctrines  as  life  after  death.  Jacobs
later described his approach as `liberal
supematuralism'. He deplored what he
saw  as  the  reductionist  tendencies  of
the American Rabbi Mordecai Kaplan
approach  which  made  God  into  the
force  which  makes  for  goodness  and
Jewish law into mere  `folkways'. The
book does not question the validity of
Halacha.    Rabbi    Jacobs    was    an
observant Jew all his life. He never felt
emotionally  close to  Reform Judaism
taking pains to distance himself from it
in  the  relevant  chapter  of  Be)/o7?c7
Reasonable  Doubt.  The  challenge  o£
We  Have  Reason  To  Believe  tiles  in
Jacobs'  approach to the Torah and his
endeavour    to    reconcile    it    with
orthodoxy. Jacobs argues, as he did for
the rest of his life, that in the light of
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new     linguistic,     historical     and
archaeological evidence, the traditional
view of revelation must be revised. The
Torah  can  no  longer  be  regarded  as
having  `dropped  from  heaven'.  The
human  element  is  undeniable.   God
must  therefore  be  understood  to  be
revealing  his  will   `not  alone  to  but
through  men'.  At  the  same  time,  he
argued  passionately  that  this  did  not
mean that the Torah was no longer to
be  regarded   as   divine.   Frequently
accused  of  denying  the  doctrine  of
TorahminHashamayim-I:orah,hfrorr\
heaven - he would respond that it all
depended  on  what  one  meant  by
`from,.

These  views  cost Rabbi  Jacobs  the
position of principal of Jews'  College,
promised  him  upon  the  retirement  of
Dr  Isidore   Epstein   in   1961.   Chief
Rabbi  Dr  Israel  Brodie  vetoed  the
appointment on the grounds of Jacobs'
`published views' , and, extraordinarily,

his     lack     of     the      `outstanding
scholarship' required for the post. 6 He
further vetoed his return to the pulpit
of the New West End Synagogue. As a
result,  the  New  London  Synagogue
was  created out of which the Masorti
Movement  later  grew.   The  former
became  Rabbi  Jacobs  spiritual  home
for over forty years. Towards the latter
he  always  harboured  ambivalence,
sometimes  referring  to  himself  as
Masorti,  at  other  times  distancing
himself from all movements. What he
really wanted to create, he said, was `a
mood, rather than a movement'. What
he  truly  sought was  vindication  from
within  the  Orthodox  world  that  the
challenges of the tmth had to be met.
That was  never forthcoming  and  this
rejection,  together with  the  failure  to
meethisargumentsinanyintellectually
coherent mamer, remained a source of
disappointment all his life.

Jacobs  believed  in  the  empirical
method.  Whereas  faith  transcended
reason,     it     was     irrational     and
inadmissible  to  dismiss  the  evidence
of the composite nature of the text of
the Torah on grounds of faith. Nor was
it       intellectually       credible       to
acknowledge the results of the critical
method with regard to the Mishnah and
Talmud, and indeed to the rest of the
Bible,  while  preserving  the  Torah
alone    as    an    enclave    to    which
scholarship  could not be permitted to
intrude.   He   firmly   believed   that
traditional Judaism would be stronger,
not   weaker,   for   confronting   the
challenges  of history.  Reflecting  on
what he humorously referred to as his
`little affair' almost fifty years later, he

recalled:  `What I had fondly hoped to
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promote was  an atmosphere in which
the  students  of [Jews']  College  were
encouraged   to   face   the   problem
courageously  and  try  to  deal  with  it
honestly and constructively, out of the
conviction  that Judaism  can meet the
challenge  of critical  scholarship  as  it
met  the  different  challenge  of Greek
philosophy in the medieval period. '7

Admission  of the  composite  nature
of the  written  Torah  required  a  new
understanding of the status of the oral
Torah.  If the  written  Torah  could  no
longer be understood as the literal word
of God,  on  what  did  the  authority  of
Halacha  and  rabbinic  intexpretation
now  rest?  And,  if that  were  to  be
questioned, what would become of the
whole  bastion  of  Judaism?  Jacobs
response was to prove that the Halacha
had  always  been  dynamic.   In  the
introduction to the second edition of .4
Tree  O/ I,z/e -significantly  subtitled
Diversity, Flexibility, and Creativity in
/ewz.sfe fczw -he wrote:

I  have  tried  to  show  in j4  r7-ee  a/
I,I/e that the great Halachists of the
past,  for  all  their  espousal  of what
we would today call fundamentalism
(a  perfectly  respectable  position
before the rise of the modem critical
method), still thought of the Halacha
in  dynamic  terms.  Once  it  is  seen
that  this  is  the  true  nature  of the
Halachic  process,  the  way  is  open
for an even more dynamic approach
to the interpretation and application
of  Halacha.   Naturally  as  I  have
repeated in this book, dynamism has
its limits, and a halt has to be called
where  it results in an interpretation
that  tends  to  read  the  Halachic
system  itself out  of existence.  It is
for  the  emergence  of a  different
mood that non-fundamentalists loyal
to Halacha hope. '8
It is crucial to note that Jacobs would

not    contemplate     `read[ing]    the
Halachic    system    itself    out    of
existence'.  This  was  as  emotionally
unimaginable  as  it  was  intellectually
unthinkable.  But the  authority behind
Jewish law had to be understood in the
light   of  history.   In   fact,   history
provided  not  only  the  challenge  but
also  the  response.  The  authority  of
Halacha     lay     in     the     historical
experiences  of the  Jewish  people  in
endeavouring to understand and follow
the  divine  will.  That  is  why,  Rabbi
Jacobs  was  to  say,  he put on tefillin,
and considered himself commanded to
do so.

The   implicit   consensus   in   the
orthodox    world    is    that    such    a
reconstruction  of  the  authority  of
Halacha,  and hence  of Judaism itself,

is  substantially  less  than  compelling.
Its refusal seriously to contemplate the
evidence  of the  composite  nature  of
the  Torah  is  probably  determined  by
its  instinctive  rejection  of where  that
evidence  might   lead.   In  the   same
introduction  Rabbi  Jacobs  himself
reflects on precisely this dilemma:

At this stage it might be argued that
the  shift  from  a  fundamentalist
perspective to a historical approach
is so severe and so far-reaching that
the  Orthodox  will  never  accept  it,
and that the future of the Halacha is
assured only by Orthodoxy.  It may
be true  that the  future  can  only be
guaranteed by  Orthodoxy,  but then
what is the historically-minded Jew
to do? Some suggest that he should
simply keep quiet, that books like j4
Tree   a/ £z/e   should   never  be
written...     But     for     the     non-
fundamentalist, tnrfu is important...9
The  Orthodox  world  made,   and

continues   to   make,   the   implicit
decision   that   when   it   comes   to
something as sacred as the text of the
written  Torah,  empirical  evidence  is
not all that important. More significant
isthatthemyth-thoughitwouldnever
use  that  word  -  should  continue  to
function  coherently.   An   Orthodox
rabbi once told me over dinner that he
could not go along with Rabbi Jacobs'
views  about  the  text  of the  Torah,
because what, then, would become of
Judaism?  I  was  left to  reflect  on  the
contradiction  between  the  rational
incoherence  of his  argument,  and the
all too coherent conclusion.

I  definitely  do   side  with  Rabbi
Jacobs and I believe it is essential that
traditional  Jews  should  also  do  so.
Because  to  strip  religious  thought  of
the      constraints      of      empirical
investigation  is  to  leave  it  open  to
whatever  any  fundamentalist  of any
faith  or type  may  claim.  And that  is
precisely  where  we  find  ourselves
bereft of Rabbi Jacobs, today I
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WE CAN  HAVE A
WOODLAND  BURIAL

For at least one thousand years, Jewish law (II:zlidch:zydr) has developed
through a system Of questions and answers. As life thre:w up new issues

and new problems, people would address a question (she: edck;) to a
distinguished rabbi. He would research the subject and then provide an

CZJ?Swer /teshuvah I.7z ffebrew,  responsum z.7e fczzz.72J.  Responsa /z./e7itzfe/re z.s
one Of Judaism's richest sources and the process Of asking srfuf3' eA:at and

providing teshaNINof continues to this day.

Paul Freedman and
Laura Jarmer-Klausner

She'elah

IAM    COMMITTED    TO
environmental   care   and   am
considering     the     merits     of

`woodland'  or  `green'  burial.  What

would a Reform Halakhic view be?

Teshavah

WOODLAND  OR GREEN
burials      are      currently
available  in Britain,  albeit

not  presently  through  Jewish  burial
societies.I     These    burials     offer
` environmentally friendly' alternatives

to  traditional burials  and  cemeteries.
They  are  in  plots  of land,  such  as
woodland,  where  the  environmental
impact of burial is kept to a mininum.
Most  sites  do  not  accept  memorial
headstones,  but  do  allow trees  to  be
planted to  mark  graves.  Records  of
individual grave  sites  are maintained.
The burial in a woodiand area is often
effected in environmentally friendly
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cofflns,  such  as  those  of cardboard,
wicker  or chipboard which are more
biodegradable. There is a strong claim
that their environmental impact is less
than that of cremations,  which  cause
damage by their associated emissions,
particularly mercury.

A   number   of  conditions   must,
traditionally,  be  met  for  a  Jewish
burial. The issue is whether a woodland
burial  is  compatible  with  those.  The
primary conditions are:
• The  honour  of the  dead  must  be

maintained in their burial2 and the
dead should be buried in the ground.3

• There should be a place for moumers
to visit and some means of identifying
the place of the grave. A 77€cr/zcz.vczfe -
headstone  -  is  allowed  but  not
required.4 It is also suggested that the
honour of the righteous  is enduring
and  that  a  "crfzez.vcr¢  is  therefore
urmecessary.5

• The grave  should be within an area
that is set aside - purchased - for that

purpose.  No  frivolity  or  partying
should take place in that area.6

• The  grave  and the  grounds need to
have guaranteed care and upkeep even
if the  Jewish  community  ceases to
exist there.7
Green    burial     is     possible     in

accordance with  all the  above  Jewish
requirements.     Furthermore,     the
environmental concerns  of the sfeo 'e/,
the  questioner,  are  themselves  rooted
in  Jewish values  and  Halakhah.8  The
thrust  of Jewish  burial  practice  is  to
speed the return of the body to the soil.
It  condones  burial  directly  in  the
ground     without     a     coffin.9     A
biodegradable  coffin]°  is  in  keeping
with Jewish practice of biodegradable
materials  and  the  emphasis  on  the
coffin  being  modest.   It  might  be
appropriate for a Jewish burial society
simply  to  offer  one  suitable  style  of
coffin for woodland burials.

Although  some  common  Jewish
burial practices or customs,  such as a
stone  z#cz/zez.vcrfe,  are  not  possible  as
part of a woodland burial, a woodland
burial is completely in accordance with
the Halakhic requirements. A tree that
marks  the  grave  conforms  with  the
Halakhic  considerations.  In  Britain,
woodland  burial   sites  are   legally
required  to  be  set  aside  for  the  sole
puapose of burial. Moreover woodland
burial particularly exemplifies practices
that  are  desirable  for  Jewish  burial,
such  as  modest,  quickly  degradable
coffins.  Woodland  burial  is  also  an
expression  of  more  general  Jewish
values and of the Torah command of
bal tashchit -do I+ct desitey.

We  would  therefore  support  the
practice of Jewish woodland burials in
specially designated grounds under the
auspices of a Jewish burial society.  It
would be appropriate for any new ofee/
-  hall  -  constructed  to  be  a  `green
building' I
References
I www.woodlandburials.co.uk /
www.naturaldeath.org.uk

2 8. Sanhedrin 4€to4]a
3 Ibid
4  M.  Shekaltm 2..5
S Bereishit Rabbah &2...10 & J. Shekalim

2..J I 4J a
6 8.  Megillah 29a; Shulchan A:ruck, Yorei

De'crfe  364:1,  368
]  Igrot Moshe Yoreh Deah #2A6
8 ` Bal tashchit',  Devarim ZO..19-20
9 J. Kilayim 9..3 and parallels., Shulchan
Aruch, Yoreh Deah 362

[° Such as an `ecopod'; see www.ecopod.co.uk

Rabbi Paul Freedman I.a ffre rczbbz. o/jzczc7Ze// &
Bushey  Reform   Synagogue.   RahobE  Lz\ura
Jimne;I-:RTaITsner is rabbi at the North Western
Roform  Synagogue,  Alyth  Gardens.  Both  are
members  Of  the  Assembly  of  Rabbis  of  the
Movemertt for Roform Judaism.
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LUDVIG rVITTGENSTEIN
by Edward Kanterian,

the newest title in the `Critical Lives'
series published by Reaktion Books,
London, 2007, ISBN:  1861893205,

pp.192, pb, £  10.95

LUDWIG'S  QUEST
FOR CLARITY

Jeffrey Newman
The  world  of the  happy  man  is  a
different one from that Of the unhappy
mcz7?,  (Tractatus 6:43)

WITTGENSTEIN  WAS  A
profoundly  religious  and
ethical    man,    at    times

tortured,  certainly  impossible  to  live
with,  even,  or especially,  for himself.
His  work  is   full  of  very  Jewish
teachings  about life,  God and reality.
For example:

If  we  take  eternity  to  mean  not
infinite   temporal   duration   but
timelessness,   then   eternal   life
belongs  to  those  who  live  in  the
present.  (rrczcfczze{s  6.4311)
Or, even more strongly:
It is not feow things are in the world
that  is  mystical  but  Z¢cz/  it  exists.
(ibid.  6.44)
Edward  Kanterian  tantalizes  us  in

this beautiful and irritating little book.
It  is  well  produced,  compact  -  220
pages - with outstanding illustrations,
as clear and simple as one could hope.
Undoubtedly it is worth having - and
yet ultimately  it  is unsatisfactory  and
unsatisfying.

It begins provocatively:
Martin  Heidegger  once  started  a
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lecture on Aristotle with the words:
`Aristotle  was  born,  worked  and

died. Now let us turn to his ideas.'
Kanterian then poses one of the great

questions    of    our    times    -    the
relationship,  in the broadest sense,  of
the `text' to its context:

[Heidegger]  was  implying that any
biographical  details  in the life  of a
great    philosopher    are    simply
irrelevant  to  his  philosophy...   an
opposing attitude, no less radical, is
to  view  the  biography  of a thinker
[we  might  add  writer,  painter,
scz.e#fz.s/7 as the ultimate key to  his
work.
Kanterian later modifies Heidegger.

Wittgenstein,  he  writes,  was  born,
worked,   loved,  searched  for  God,
suffered,  died.  And this  is part of the
problem.  It seems that,  for Kanterian,
this is enough. It appears that he really
would   like   to    get   back   to    the
philosophy     and     leave     all     this
fashionable  biographical  material,  all
this populist concern, to others. This is
one weakness of the book.

The second, sadly, is that the book's
simplicity  is  deceptive.  Sometimes  it
does not quite `add up' and the reader
is  left with the  feeling  that  it is  they

themselves  and  their  understanding
that is at fault. That is not so. .Since the
book draws openly upon it, the solution
is to buy two books and read Kanterian
alongside Ray Monk' s magnificent and
much    longer    philosophical    and
therefore  rather  daunting  biography,
dipping into and comparing whenever
one is intrigued - or perplexed. Monk
provides the details which are essential
for    a    fuller    understanding    but
Kanterian's  short  introduction  can
whet the appetite. Often Monk belps us
to    understand    where    Kanterian
misleads or confuses.

A  few  examples:  the  compelling
interest of the  subject matter leads to
the first and this also demonstrates the
necessity  of that  careful  attention  to
details of language which is at the core
of Wittgenstein's own teaching - it is
always  helpful  to  remember  that  he
was  originally  an  engineer.  He  then
became  intrigued  with  the  basis  of
mathematics,  that  is,  the  basis  of the
relationship    between    apparently
abstract numbers and equations and the
actual world `outside' and around us.

In the midst of the First World War
when Wittgenstein had returned from
working  with  Bertrand  Russell  in
Cambridge   and   was   fighting   for
Germany  in the trenches,  he wrestled
daily - and at night - to maintain his
courage and deliberately to  enter into
the most dangerous situations so as not
to     separate     himself    from     his
companions.  He  was  so  determined
about this that, Monk notes, he said at
one  point  that  if  he  had  to  remain
behind - since  he  had  fallen  ill - he
would kill himself.

It was  at this time, between March
and  July   1916,  that  he  wrote  coded
entries in his diary -work on logic was
in uncoded form -where he poignantly
called upon God: `My soul shrivels up.
God give me light!  God give me light!
God give light to my soul!' and, later,
`God  is  all  that  man  needs.'  But  on

11  June he wrote uncoded:  `lIvhat do I
know  about  God  and  the  purpose  of
life?' and answered:

I know that this world exists.
That I am placed in it like my eye

in its visual field.
That something about it is

problematic, which w6 call its
meaning.

That this meaning does not lie in it
but outside it.

That life is the world.
That my life penetrates the world.
That my will is good or evil.
Therefore that good and evil are

somehow connected with the
meaning of the world.
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The meaning of life, i.e. the
meaning of the world, we can
call God.

And connect with this the
comparison of God to a father.

To pray is to think about the
meaning of life.

This  is  the  fuller  quote  from  Ray
Monk.  In these passages, the  lay out,
and  often  the  translation,  is  better  in
Monk  and  I  personally  prefer  the
interpretation.    But,    much    more
important -what led Kanterian to leave
out the last two lines?

Kanterian,  several times  challenges
what  he  terms  `those  exaggerated  if
fashionable  interpretations  that  claim
[Wittgenstein's]   ethical   and   [his]
logical concerns were two sides of the
same      coin'.      Yet      such      was
Wittgenstein's  life.  Over  and  over
again   we   see   his   intolerance,   his
impatience,   his   self-loathing,   his
desperation  and  isolation,  his  suicidal
thoughts,    his    concern    with    the
fuzziness of language and his early and
frustrated  hopes  for  salvation  via
mathematics  and  Bertrand  Russell  -
all  pointing  to  the  accuracy  of the
recognition that his ethical and logical
concerns  were  exactly  `two  sides  of
the  same  coin'.  It  was  Wittgenstein
who, after all, made the extraordinary
statement, on the face of it, that

There is no rehigious  denomination
in which the misuse of metaphysical
expressions has been responsible for
so much sin as it has in mathematics.
(Culture  and  Value  p.1,  quoted  fn
Monkp.416)
If one  is  unclear,  to  give  another

example,  why  Wittgenstein  stopped
being an engineer and turned to maths,
or  if  we  want  to  understand  the
relationship between mathematics and
logic,  or  that  between  mathematics,
language,  logic and the world - then
again   spending   time   with   Monk
provides  most  useful  clarification.  It
seems  that  Monk  looks  more  deeply
into  the  relationship  between  feeling,
thinking  and  understanding.   It  is
noticeable that Kanterian, for example,
pays little attention to Ludwig's father,
Karl, and his extraordinary life story -
he  ran  away  to  America  as  a  young
man,   though  returned   later.   It   is
inexcusable    that    he    makes    no
reference,  except  for  a  derogatory
comment  about  his  whistling,  to  the
importance of music -there were seven
grand  pianos  in  the  house  -  during
Ludwig's  childhood  and  throughout
his Ire.

A second central series of issues and
questions where it is helpful to consult
Monk,      concern      Wittgenstein's
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relationship to that part of his identity
that was Jewish and in what ways this
affected  his  philosophy.  There  were,
certainly,   anti-Semitic  periods   of
denial and self-loathing even if he once
remarked  in  1949  `My  thoughts  are
one hundred percent Hebraic. ' There is
so  much  of  interest  here,  not  least
Wittgenstein' s negotiations, in person,
with the Nazis to secure the safety of
his  "z.sc¢/z.ng -  mixed  race  -  sisters
who  wished to remain  in Austria.  He
did this by arranging with the Gestapo
the transfer of the family fortune which

There were,
certainly, anti-

Semitic periods Of
denial and self

loathing even if he
once remarked in

1949  `My thoughts
are one hundred

percent  Hebraic.'

he  himself had  previously  inherited
from his father - they were the second
wealthiest  family  in Austria  after the
Rothschilds  -  and  which  he  had
previously  shared  out  amongst  his
siblings  in  1919.

Ludwig  was  a  complex  individual
and his Jewishness was central, though
his views  changed through the  years.
On  one  occasion  he  remarks  that the
Jews  merely  reproduce  and  enhance
the work of others - he says this is true
also  of  himself -  and  are  unable
genuinely to create anything, `even the
tiniest  flower  or  blade   of  grass'.
Kanterian quotes this without comment
-  as  if  it  raised  no  questions  worth
contemplating.  Later,  Wittgenstein
generalizes  again  -  Kanterian  notes
well  how  uncharacteristic  this  is  for
him -that `The Jew is a desert region,
but underneath its layer of rock lies the
molten lava of spirit and intellect. '

The  writer  and  academic  Gabriel
Josipovici once told me that whilst ini-
tially  Wittgenstein  hid his  Jewishness
as  much  as  possible  in  Cambridge,
when  the  persecution  of the  Jews  by
the Nazis became evident, Wittgenstein

became almost raucous in his determi-
nation  to  proclaim  his  Jewishness,
shouting out on every possible occasion,
`1 am a Jew, I am a Jew. '

But  my  own  favourite .story,  once
again   needing   reference   back   to
Monk's  text  for  full  flavour,  though
quoted    by    Kanterian,    concerns
Wittgenstein's  examination  for  his
Ph.D  by  Russell  and  G.E.  Moore  in
Cambridge  in  1929  -both  of whom
were in awe of him, to put it mildly. He
had  submitted  for  examination  the
rrczcfcrze!s,  which  had  already been  in
print for seven years and was the only
book he published during his lifetime.
Now they were examining bin on it.
Russell  described the  situation  as the
most absurd he had ever experienced.
It must have been one of the strangest
orals      ever,      concluding      when
Wittgenstein `brought the proceedings
to  an  end  by  clapping  each  of his
examiners    on   the   shoulder   and
remarking  consolingly:  `Don't wony,
I know you'll never understand it' -a
procedure not to be recolnmended.

Wittgenstein  lived and died for his
philosophical work and cared about it
above all else, while at the same time,
characteristically,consideringituseless.
He  saw philosophy  not  as  a body  of
knowledge  but  as  a  methodology  or
even therapy, believing that we might
be able to purge ourselves of the many
ills of the world were we to speak and
think clearly - and he wrote much on
the relationship between `thinking' and
`speaking'.  His  approach  revolved

around  the  teaching  in  P¢z./as'opfez.ccr/
J#i;esfz.gc7/z.o72s.   `Don't   look  for  the
meaning,   look  for  the  use.'   This
aphorism  illuminates  his  own  move
fi-omasearchforasimpleviewlooking
for the `essence' or `essential' to a more
complex  realization  that  language
works  through  what  he,  somewhat
misleadingly, called `games'. This led
him  to  explore  endlessly  the  subtle
ways  in  which  language  can  mislead
us if we do not pay close attention.

But,  for  those  of us  who  are  not
professional  philosophers,  the  delight
of     Wittgenstein     is     not     only
encountering the man himself but the
importance,  delicacy  and  wit  of  so
many  his  observations,  for  example,
that seven eighths of human life - and
themostimportantpartatthat-arenot
touchedbyphilosophy.Ashefamously
concluded the r7icrcfcrzz!s (7.0): Of what
we  cannot  speak,  of that  we  must
remain silent I

RABBI    JEFFREY    NEWMAN    I.s    ffre
representative  Of the  Earth  Charter  in  Britain
a_nd   Emeritus   Rabbi   of  Finchley   Reform
Synagogue.
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QUEEN ANNE'S BOUNTY
is no more, for this fund established by Queen Anne in 1704
for the relief of the poorer clergy of the Church of England
was merged with the Ecclesiastical Commission in  1948 to

form the Church Commissioners.
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of Georgian London. We have practised here since  1951,

offering clients business management, investment guidance
and specialised tax advice, in addition to the more

conventional accounting and auditing services.
As the years go by the scope of our work widens, and
the calls for our professional help increase, reflecting
the fiscal and commercial complexities of the times:

but the results remain mutually rewarding.
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rrtzcfr / 7, Grmewald Station, Berlin
Artists: Nikolaus Hirsch, Wolfgang Lorch, Andrea Wandel,1998

HEROES OR VICTIMS
Julia Weiner

M;:Tg:ea::A::c::u:sfd-y:I.:unT#e:
city of Berlin.  This tendency to  erect
monuments    commemorating   the
victims of the Third Reich is replicated
not only in mainland Europe where the
crimes actually took place but also in
countries like the United States, Israel
and Great Britain  to  which  so  many
survivors  and refugees  from Nazism
fled.    For   the    past    few    years,
photographer Marion Davies has toured
Berlin  taking  photographs  of the
memorials  in Berlin. A book of these
photographswasrecentlypublishedby
David Paul Press.

The memorials range in size  from
the  absolutely  monumental,  such  as
the  recently  completed Memorial  for
the  Murdered  Jews  of Europe  which
occupies  a  five  acre  site  in  Central
Berlin close to the Brandenburger Tor
to      much      smaller      memorials
commemorating  specific  incidents  of
persecution or particular victims. Some
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are   strongly   figurative,   featuring
representations of people or of objects,
some  are  architectural,   others  are
completely abstract whilst many of the
most recent  can  best  be  described  as
conceptual  art.  In  some  cases,  entire
buildings can be viewed as Holocaust
memorials.  The  best  example  is  the
Jewish   Museum   in   Berlin   where
architect  Daniel  Libeskind's  design
refers to the huge void left in Gerinan
society by the annihilation of its Jewish
population.  Whilst  some,  such  as  the
Memorial for Murdered Jews in Berlin,
or  Rachel  Whiteread's  Judenplatz
Holocaust  Memorial  in  Vienna  are
large  and  distinct  and  have  become
tourist  attractions  in  their  own  right,
others are much more subtle and could
easily be missed.

Some    of   today's    best-known
contemporary    artists    have    been
involved   in   designing   Holocaust
memorials. They include Turner Prize
Wimers Rachel Whiteread and Anish
Kapoor,  celebrated  American  artist

Richard   Serra,   the   French   artist
Christian   Boltanski    and    leading
German  artist  Hans  Haacke.  When  I
interviewed the celebrated sculptor Sir
Anthony Caro several years ago he told
me  that  one  of his  outstanding  aims
was  to  design  a  Holocaust  memorial.
Though  he  has  not  yet  done  so,  he
recently made a powerful work entitled
`The Last Judgment' which reflects on

the human capacity for cruelty.
It is  difficult to  decide which form

of  memorial  works  best.  There  are
advantages and disadvantages for each.
Many    of    the    early    memorials
incorporated   figurative   elements.
These     works     can     be     hugely
problematic  for a number of reasons.
First  and  foremost,  how  can  any
figurative  work,  be  it  painting  or
sculpture  even  begin  to  convey  the
enormity  of  the  crimes  committed
against Jews and other races during the
Nazi  era?  It  is  just  impossible  to
convey  the  fact  that  some  eleven
million  people  died  using  figurative
sculpture.

Another problem  is how to portray
the victims.  Many depictions  of Jews
being  deported can reinforce the  idea
that Jews were simply sheep being led
to  the  slaughter  passively  accepting
their fate. A good example is the relief
on  the  Warsaw  Ghetto  Monument.
Inspired by the carvings on the Arch of
Titus, this shows a group of Jews of all
ages  walking  to  their  deaths.  The
figures     are     all     slight,     almost
ineffectual; they stoop and look out at
the viewer with huge, terrified eyes. In
Vienna,  the  Monument  against  War
and Fascism was  found degrading by
many      Jews      including      Simon
Wiesenthal       who       successfully
campaigned    for    a   more    fitting
Holocaust   Memorial   to   be   built
elsewhere  in  the  city.  The  sculpture
refers to the persecutions meted out on
Jews  after the  Anschluss,  when they
were  forced  to  clean  the  streets  with
scrubbing  brushes.  Cast  in  bronze,  it
depicts  an  old  man  crouching  on the
street on all fours.  It again reinforces
this  idea  of a  cowering,  ineffectual
people  and there have been problems
with it being used as  a seat or picnic
table.  However,  sculptures  that  show
the     skeletal     survivors     of    the
concentration  camps  can  bring  more
dignity to their subjects, showing Low
humans  can  survive  despite  such
adversity.

When  figurative  memorials  go  the
other way  and  celebrate  examples  of
heroism,  another problem arises.  The
results often bear a close resemblance

continued on next page
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to  monuments  erected  by  the  Nazis
themselves.  Hitler  detested  all  foms
of modem art including expressionism
and  abstraction  and  instead promoted
traditional figurative artists such as the
sculptor  Amo  Breker.   Similar  styles
were  favoured  by  the  communists  in
the   Soviet  Union   in  their  heroic
depictions   of  the  proletariat.   The
Warsaw    Ghetto    Monument    also
features  a  sculpture  commemorating
the  Ghetto  Uprising.  The  contrast  to
the  dejected  figures  of the  deportees
could not be more marked. The ghetto
fighters  appear  as  strong  and  full  of
energy, their bodies muscular and their
poses reflecting a determination to give
a good fight. It is not suxprising to find
that, although originally from Warsaw,
the  sculptor  Nathan  Rapoport  spent
part  of the  war  producing  sculptures
for the Communist rulers of the Soviet
Union.  A  sculpture  in  a  similar  vein
can  be  found  at  Buchenwald.  Fritz
Cremer's   oversized  prisoners   are
armed  with  flags  and  make  defiant
gestures as they revolt against their SS
guards.  The  subject  could  easily  be
mistaken  for  a  group  of  workers
campaigning for better rights.  It is no
surprise  to  find  it  was  made  in  1958
when Buchenwald was part of the GDR
and the camp was known particularly
as having been a detention  centre  for
anti-fascists.

Perhaps  the  one  area  in  which  a
figurative sculpture is fltting is wben it
commemorates a single person.  Thus,
when  commissioning  a  sculpture  to
commemorate  the  Swedish  diplomat
Raoul Wallenberg who saved so many
Jewish lives in Budapest, it made sense
to   make   it  figurative.   In   1997,   a
sculpture by Philip Walker was erected
in London.  This includes a full-length
sculpture    of   the    man    but    also
incorporates     references     to     the
protective passports  that he  issued.  In
this  case  it  seems  to  me  to  be  more
successful  than  an  abstract  sculpture
could  be.   The   Raoul   Wallenberg
Monument in New York  City proves
that  if anything,  abstraction  can  be
much  more  esoteric.   Designed  by
Swedish  sculptor  Gustav  Graitz  it
comprises  a  replica  of Wallenberg's
briefcase,  five  pillars  of hewn  black
granite  on  one  of  which  a  sphere
balances  precariously,  and  stones
which  once  paved  the  streets  of the
Jewish ghetto in Budapest. There may
be references to Wallenberg' s life story
in the work but, as a whole, the piece
does   not   work   and   the   London
memorial        offers        a        better
commemoration which gives visitors a

continued on next page
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j4bcz#do7ted Room memorial, Koppenplatz, Berlin
Artists: Carl Biedermann and Eva Butzmann,1996

Memorial to the Murdered Jews Of Europe, EL)eatsitasse, Berti:J!oL
Architect:  Peter Eisenman, 2005
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clear idea of what the man did.
Despite  the  disadvantages  of using

figurative     sculpture,     there     are
indications that survivors prefer them.
In 1957 Henry Moore chaired a jury to
select a memorial for Auschwitz from
the  426  designs  submitted  through
open  competition.  The  prevailing  art
form   at   the   time   was   Abstract
Expressionism and many of the designs
put forward were abstract. These were
admired by the artists and critics on the
jury but were viewed with hostility by
the     survivors     themselves     who
complained  `we  weren't tortured  and
our families  weren't murdered  in  the
abstract.'  Nathan  Rapoport,  who  fled

Warsaw in 1939 explained why he had
chosen to stick with more conventional
forms of representation for his Warsaw
Ghetto   Memorial  when  he   asked
`Could I have made a rock with a hole

in  it and said  `Voila!  The  heroism  of
the Jews.' Today, similar tensions can
arise when planning a memorial. In his
book   `At  Memory's  Edge'   James
Young  traces  the  development  of
Germany's     `Memorial     for     the
Murdered Jews of Europe'. He relates
how the firstjury charged with the task
of selecting a design for the memorial
was  made  up  of both  experts  in  the
field of Holocaust memorials but also
ordinary   citizens   of  Berlin.   `The

Jewish Museuln, Berlin. Artist: Menashe Kadishman,1997-99
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citizens'      group      resented      the
intellectuals  and  experts  on  the  jury
with what they regarded as their elitist
taste  for  conceptual  and  minimalist
design...Meanwhile  the  intellectuals
sniffed  at the  lay jurors'  middlebrow
eye   for   kitsch   and   monumental
figuration,          their          philistine
emotionalism.'

Perhaps    due    to    the    taste    of
contemporary juries, many memorials
installed in more recent years have had
a     more     conceptual      approach,
particularly those erected in Germany
and    Austria.    James   Young    has
described them as `countermonuments '
-   `memorial   spaces   conceived  to

challenge  the  very  premise  of  the
monument'  that  insist that the visitor
take  a  more  active  role  in  the  act  of
commemoration. James Young is very
much  the  expert  on  these  memorials
and has written at length about them in
his many books and essays but I would
like  to  focus  on  two.  One  is  Israeli
artist Micha Ullman's `Bibliotek'. The
visitor who enters Berlin's Bebelplatz
will probably not realise on arrival that
there is any sort of memorial on show
here. In the centre of the square, there
is a window set into the cobblestones.
When visitors look down to see what is
below  them  they  will  see  a  room
beneath them filled with empty shelves

Jewish Museum, Berlin. Architect: Daniel Libeskind,  1999
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that  could  hold  up  to  20,000  books.
The view can  sometimes be impaired
by the reflection of the sky and clouds
in the  glass.  At night,  the room  is  lit
from within, providing the sole source
of light in the centre of the square.

To find out why the window is there,
the  visitor will  have  to  locate  a  steel
plaque  some  distance  away  which
explains  that  the   square  was  the
location   for   the   notorious   book
bunings  carried  out by the Nazis.  It
reminds  visitors  of Heinrich  Heine's
prescient  words   `This  was  only  a
prelude;  where-ever  they  bum  books
they will also, in the end, bum human
beings.'  As  Jews  are  known  as  the
people  of the  book,  we  can  imagine
that the shelves symbolise not only all
the books  lost but also  all the writers
who might have contributed to the now
empty  library.  As  visitors  stand  and
stare down into the void, they take the
place of a memorial above ground.

Another  memorial  that  works  in  a
similar  manner  is  Horst  Hoheisel's
Aschrott-Brunnen Memorial in Kassel
where  the  artist  made  a  replica  of a
fountain given to the city by a Jewish
businessman  but  destroyed  by  the
Nazis.  Rather  than  placing  it  above
ground, he inverted it and sank it into
the  ground  on  the  fountain's  original
location.   Again,   there   are   glass
windows which allow visitors to view
the fountain under the ground but also,
whilst looking, they stand in place of
the memorial.

Finally,  I  would  like  to  describe
another Holocaust memorial in London
which involves the viewer in the act of
remembrance.   Tbe   Turner   Prize-
winning  artist  Anish  Kapoor,  whose
mother    is    an    Iraqi    Jew,    was
commissioned  to  make  a  Holocaust
memorial   for   the   Liberal   Jewis.h
Synagogue.    In   an    interview   he
admitted that it was `a commission that
I  found  impossible.  It  took  me  two
years to come up with something that I
felt was worthy of the Holocaust and it
happened quite by chance. I had a deep
conviction  that  the  only  way  to  deal
with it was to go back to my own roots
and follow my  instinct not to tell the
story but somehow provide a place of
quietness,   or   singularity.   This   is
something I think all my work is trying
to deal with, with the hope that if one
can slow the world down enough, make
the  act  of looking  particular  enough,
everything  that  needs  to  happen  in
terms of remembrance will happen. '

The  memorial  is  made  of  black
Kilkenny  limestone  and  weighs  over
five  tonnes.  It had to  be  delivered to

continued on next page
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the  specially  redesigned  foyer  of the
synagogue using a crane and fork lift
truck.   On  the  outside,  the  stone  is
craggy  and  scarred,  bringing to  mind
the  scars  of the  Holocaust  that  will
never   fade,   as   well   as   crooked
gravestones  in  Prague.  Inside,  it  has
been  hollowed  out to  create  a highly
polished void.  The  positioning  of the
work was crucial. It is directly in line
with the everlasting light that hangs in
the synagogue and a small opening in
the wall means that the light is visible
from the foyer.  Stand in front and the
white Jerusalem stone and orange walls
and the everlasting light all combine to
produce   a   flame-like   effect,   an
everlasting   )/czforzez./   or   memorial
candle  in  the  centre  of  which  the
viewer appears  upside  down.  Kapoor
has said `1 felt there is a kind of death
in upside-downess.'  Like  so  much  of
Kapoor's  work,  the  viewer  is  drawn
into the void and here becomes part of
the memorial itself I

JULIA  WEINER  is  cz  wrz.fer,   /ecr2/rer  a7!d
museum educator. She has been the art critic Of
/fee Jewish Chronicle sz.7zce /993

I:tLe bock, Absence  and Loss. Holocaust
Memorials  in Berlin and Beyond is based
on a travelling  exhibition which has been
shown throughout the UK and is due to be
shown  in  Johannesburg  and  Cape Town
later this  year.  It  is  available  on request:
davies.marion@gmail.com.  .4bse7zce  cz7zc7
Loss,  Holocaust  Memorials  in Berlin and
Beyo72c7   by Marion Davies, is published by
David  Paul,  price  £11.99,  ISBN   978-0-
9548482-4-8.  Order from bookshops or by
cheque from Marion Davies, 4 Heath Close,
London,  NW117DX,  postage  free.  All
images copywright of Marion Davies.

Sir

I
BANDWAGON

N A COUNTRY VVHERE ISRAEL
frequently gets a bad press and anti-
Semitism has  reached  disturbing

proportions, I wonder why the editors
of A4:4NZVA  (Number 94)  should have
specifically chosen to  go  in for some
Israel bashing with an article canying
such a sensational title as `A Woman is
Beheaded - The  Shocking  Facts  of
Israel's  New   Slave  Trade.'  Only
towards the end of the three page report
are  we  told  that  `Israel  has  made
significant progress in the fight against
human trafficking but more  can and
must be done. '

Unfortunately, human trafficking is
just  one  of the  many  problems  with
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which Israel, like many other societies,
has to contend. Frequently the criminal
elements engaged in this enterprise use
the same tunnels dug by Palestinians to
smuggle weapons into the Gaza Strip.
We know only too well how difflcult it
has been for the Israel Defence Force
to uncover these and destroy them. The
immigration  from  the  Former  Soviet
Union in the 1990s also brought with it
the Russian mafia who play their part
in this grisly trade.

Like  any  society,  Israel has  serious
challenges  that  it  has  to   address,
including    drug    abuse,    domestic
violence  and  organized  crime.  While
the authors of the article refer to Israel
as `a land that dares to be called "holy"
and a State that aspires "to wrestle with
God",  the  reality  on  the  ground
inevitably  falls  short  of the  ideals  to
which we aspire.

That having been said, there are so
many good things being done in Israel,
in  spite  of the ongoing threats to  our
security  and  very  survival,  that  I
wonder  why  A44jvN4   should  have
chosen  to  focus  on  this  particular
problem.    It    is    sensational    and
disturbing, but there are enough people
out  there  giving  Israel  a  bad  press
without    the    Reform    Movement
jumping on the bandwagon. .

Rabbi Michael Boyden,
Hod Hasharon, Israel

•,\f

CIVIL DEBATE

W
ARMEST CONGRATULATIONS
on the Spring issue of A4:4N7VA
and special congratulations on

serving up such a rich variety of stimu-
lating viewpoints. Three contributions
were particularly striking.

The  careful  analysis  of the  photo-
graphs  of Chief Rabbi  Sir  Jonathan
Sacks  and  Rabbi  Tony  Bayfield  was
most enlightening.  Dr Lavee used his
own extensive scholarship to lay bare
quietly the way in which a Jewish art
critic  abused  the  invitation  by  the
Jewish  Chronicle to  co"rr\eat on the
two  photographs  and  to  produce  a
barely-veiled insult to Rabbi Bayfield
and the  Reform  movement which  he
leads.  In  doing  so,  Dr  Lavee  quite
rightly challenged the pernicious drift
within British Jewry to denigrate any-
body whose views you yourself do not
share.

This drift to delegitimize dissenting
viewpoints  within  our  community
reached   its   apotheosis   after   the
publication of the Independent Jewish

Voices statement earlier this year. So I
was  very  disappointed  to  find  Rabbi
Dow  Marmur,   in  the   same  issue,
joining  those  who  have  resorted  to
stereotyping  and  insults  of  the  IJV
signatories,  often  without  noting  the
wide range  of people who  signed the
statement.  There  is  much  to  be  said
and discussed about Israeli government
policy    and    about   the   rights    of
Palestinians.   Good  and  thoughtful
people hold varying views both within
Israel and within the Diaspora. For the
sake  of our  own  future  as  a  Jewish
people,  we  need  to  find  ways  of
discussing  the  range  of  viewpoints
without  trying  to  silence  those  with
whom we  disagree  by  accusing them
of being, in some way, not `real' Jews,
or of being guilty through association
with those who are not `real' Jews.

This is a point which you yourself as
Editor  of A4:4N7VA  have  clearly  taken
to heart and your willingness to publish
the     `protest'     piece     by     Denis
Vandervelde  attests  to  the  ongoing
pluralism of your editorial approach. I
applaud your willingness to publish his
views  even though you must be  well
aware that, whilst many of your readers
will no doubt share them, many others
will strongly disagree.

I myself disagree with many points
made by Mr Vandervelde but I will not
be   cancelling  my  subscription  to
A4:4MVA nor making sarcastic remarks
in  print  about  his  views  and  values.
Instead  I will re-read his  article with
care  and bear it  in  mind  as  I  discuss
and reformulate  my  own  ideas  about
the sustainability of Israel and British
Jewry.  And  I  will  thank  God  for
enabling  me  to  live  in  a  society  in
which open debate  on difficult issues
is permitted and expected.

Thank  you  for  continuing  to  give
your readers  a wide variety  of view-
points on so many topics. The journal
remains exemplary as a true forum in
which Jews can discuss topical issues.
It  draws  on  two  wonderful  traditions
which  we  should  nurture:  the  Jewish
tradition of dispute and discussion, of
worrying away at puzzles and difficult
topics in order to achieve higher under-
standing and better knowledge, and the
British tradition of tolerance of public
expression  of opposing  viewpoints.  I
hope  you  will  feel  able  to  continue
your editorial policy of expressing your
own  views  openly  and  encouraging
civil  debate  within  our  progressive
wing      of     the      British     Jewish
community I

Professor Margaret Harris,
Aston Business School,

Birmingham
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William Wolff

THE  MIGHT  MUSTERED  BY
Anglo Jewry in total unity in the
battle   against  the   boycott   is

awesome.  That  unity  is  in  no  way
diminished  by  a  few  academics  and
eccentrics   who   have   always   kept
themselves  apart  from  the  mainstream
community. But power and cohesion do
not,  alas,  guarantee  success.  For  the
swelling forces daily massing against us
are  formidable.  They  start  with  one
supreme  advantage.  They  are  FOR
something,  we  AGAINST.  They  say
DO,  we say DON'T.  And every parent
knows  how  hard  it  is  to  win  with  a
negative.  Their  campaign  is  rooted  in
prejudice and anchored in emotion. Who
could not  accept their mantra that they
are  not  antisemitic?  It just  so  happens
that they  do not particularly like Jews.
Against their passion, we can offer only
reason.   And   the   most   reasonable
argument - that boycotts never achieve
their  objective  -  is  the  most  easily
ignored. It is no use pointing out that it
was not the boycott - never universally
observed  as  boycotts  never  are  -  that
finally  toppled  Apartheid  in  South
Africa.  That regime was brought down
by  internal  forces  not  by  external
boycotts.  Just as Admiral Nelson could
see  no   ships  witb  his  blind  eye  at
Trafalgar,  so  can  they  see  no  boycott
failures in the past. Beyond that there is
the need of the vast Left in politics, from
militant Marxists to fuzzy progressives,
to    hate.    From   nco-cons    to    neo-
imperialists  and  neo-next-please,  the
need  to  hate  is  insatiable.  Israel  now
outranks  Bush  and  Blair,  Reagan  and
Nixon  on  the  hate  scale.  Their  world
consists of victims and aggressors. There
is  no  one  and  nothing  in  between.
Against  that  coalition,  reason  is  as
effective  as  is  aspirin  against  cyanide.
And as King Canute found out a century
or two ago, you carmot brake a tide. So
the boycott movement will  swam and
swamp every barrier. All that we can do
is to buy every Hass avocado, hard as the
Carmel rock or soft as mush, and fly in
every Israeli band for our weddings and
bar mitzvahs. Sorry Oy Va Voy.

I

T: QUESTION  WAS  BURSTING
be  asked:  Is  Gordon  Brown
ew?

`No."
"What do you mean, No," protested

my  congregant.  "Gordon  is  a  Jewish
name.InLithuaniawehadmanyJews..."

True enough. Judah Loeb Gordon, the
late  l9th  century  Hebrew  poet  and
essayist,  was but one.  But Gordon was
his surname, not his first name. I know
of no Lithuanian or other East European
Jew with the first name Gordon. Nor do I
know where the  Jewish  suname  came
from. Except that it was not from Argyll.

I

oF:Faaltn:Sd:-::;;::a¥dcab:yoo#.:tc:er:
marriages  in  some  ethnic  communities
threaten to inconveniecne our own ultra
orthodox in Edgware and Stamford Hill.
The Home Office propose that visas for
young women coming to this country for
the pulpose  of marriage  should not be
granted to anyone under 2 1 . That would
be a major coup against forced marriages.
It would also inconvenience - no more -
the charedim whose arranged marriages
often  involve brides under 21  flown in
from  Jewish  points  on  the  compass.
Cries  of  "disaster"  from  within  that
community  are way over the top.  And
hopes  that  a  government  promise  to
"give consideration" to "self-regulation"

by  the  charedin - whatever  that  may
mean  -  will  change  the  policy  have
sandy foundations.

In any case, instead of brides coming
here for their weddings, the grooms can
fly  to  Jerusalem,  Lakewood  or  Los
Angeles      for      their      ceremonies.
Complaisant fathers-in-law will  always
pay the fare.

As the uncle  of six charedi nephews
and  nieces   and  the  great  uncle  of
offspring too numerous to count, I know
that their arranged marriages can work. I
also  know  that  a  bit  more  maturity
among the partners would greatly boost
the  chances  of fulfilment  within  those
arranged unions.

I

F OR  THE  SECOND  TIME  IN
just  over  a  decade  a  Jew  is  in
charge ofBritain' s Foreign Office.

With  this  significant  difference:   Sir
Malcolm Riflcind, the Foreign Secretary
until the day John Major was booted out
of 10 Downing Street on May Day 1997,
was  and remains  a synagogue member
in Edinburgh and goes to services - not
every Shabbat, but he does go.

David  Milliband,  the  smiling  new
incumbent,  has  never in any of his 41
years,  set  foot  inside  a  shool.  And the

faith  his  sociologist  father  sought  to
instil in him was Marxism.

For all that he declares boldly: "If you
ask , do the (Jewish) community' s values
speak to me? Yes, they do."

That declaration was absolutely right
for  its  audience  of Jewish  Chronicle
readers. But the harder I tried to distil a
precise  meaning  from  it,  the  more
puzzled I remained.

What  a  waxed  diplomat  Milliband
will make.

I

NWS FROM TEE CASH-RICH
ndergrowth  of Anglo-Jewish
fe. A group of men with a patch

over one eye or a sling around one ami
continue to ring the bells of thousands of
houses sporting mezuzot in Edgware and
Golders  Green.  And  when  doors  are
opened,  they  shamelessly demand,  and
mostly pocket hard cash for good causes,
from  obscure  yeshivot  to  families  in
need, usually their our.

That is why a recent waming against a
Polish,  non-Jewish  "shnorrer" who  has
joined this fertile circuit makes so little
sense. He is said to be a corman.

Sure. But aren't they all?

I

WITH ONE EXCEPTION IN
five   years,   my   younger
congregants    do    not    do

weddings.   They  just   live   together
without  the  marriage  commitment,  or
their partners are not Jewish.

So my rare bride last month was 58
and was standing under the Chuppah for
the  second  time.  And  her  grown  up
daughter was not far away. When I came
to   complete   the   printed   mar`riage
contract, the Ketuvah, I stumbled several
times over the word "virgin" @etoolta)
in  the  printed  text.  Even  an  ageing
bachelor rabbi knows that the mother of
a 30 year old daughter cannot be a virgin.
And  every  time  the  word  occurred,  I
tippexed it out.

"This  does  not  look very nice,'' my
critical bride protested afterwards. "Can
we not just leave it in."

"But  this  is  meant  to  be  a  legal

document," I countered.
In just one  other respect this  second

time  bride  had  retained  the  habits  of
fresh, first time brides, virgins or not.

She was 20 minutes late  .

RABBI  WILLIAM  WOLFF  i.a  ffee  regr.o#cr/
rabbi in North East Germany. He has previously
served  congregations  in  Wimbledon,  Brighton,
Reading,  Milton  Keynes  and  Newcastle  upon
Tyne.  He  trained  at  Leo  Baeck  College,  and
started in the rabbinate as an assistant to the late
Rabbi Hugo Gryn at the West London S:ynagogue.



THE STERNBERG  CENTRE  FOR JUDAISM

AN OPEN  DOOR T0 JEWISH  LIFE

The Sternberg Centre for Judaism, situated at 80 East End Poad,  Finchley at the heart of London's
Jewish community,  is the largest Jewish  religious,  educational and cultural centre in  Europe.

It is the home of The Movement for F]eform Judaism, the Leo Baeck College, Akiva School and the
New North London  Masorti Synagogue. The Sternberg Centre provides many programmes and

amenities,  including a library,  bookshop, the Strudel  Caf6 and extensive grounds.

The Sternberg Centre is an open door to Jewish life and extends to you the warmest of welcomes.

LEO BAECK COLLEGE DIARY 5768 (2007 -2008)
Our diaries and personal organiser inserts run
from September 2007 to October 2008 in a week
to view format including a forward planner. As well
as the diary section which  includes Jewish holiday
dates, suggested Torah readings and details of
activities at Leo Baeck College,  including
information  about organisations with  Progressive
Judaism,  including a  list of Reform,  Liberal and
Independent synagogues worldwide. There are
also the usual pages for addresses,  personal
notes and  memoranda.  Diary £9.95 +p&p
Organiser insert £8.95 +p&p

ROSH  HASHANAH 5768
Begins on Wednesday 12th September.
We are pleased to offer you New Year Cards with
some favourite designs from previous years .  Pack
of twelve cards with envelopes.£5.00 + p+p
Tel:020 8349 5600 email:info@lbc.ac.uk

LEO  BAECK COLLEGE SH]UR
THEMES FROM THE BOOK OF EXODUS
25th September -llth December 2007
Tuesdays  11.15am -12.45pm Study the Torah with
the finest teachers and students.
Tel:  020 8349 5604  Email  info@lbc.ac.uk

THE JEWS OF SOUTH AFRICA
THE  ENGLISH  CONNECTION
Last Chance To See Ends September 3rd 2007
This small exhibition examines the many and varied
links between the Jewish communities of England
and South Africa, and was produced by the Mendel
Kaplan Jewish  Institute,  Cape Town  University, to
celebrate the 350th anniversary of the readmission
of the Jews to England.
Tel: 020 8346 8560

THE STRUDEL CAFE is open from 8.30am -
5.00pm Monday-Thursday and 8.30am -3pm
Fridays. Tel:020 8349 5712/11

MOVEMENT FOR REFORM JUDAISM
DAYS OF AWE -A MOBILE BEIT MIDRASH
18-23 Elul 5767 (1-6 September 2007)
Following the success of last year's pilot
programme we are pleased to announce `Days of
Awe -A Mobile Beit Midrash'. This is your
opportunity to study with leading educators of the
Movement for Reform Judaism including  Rabbi Dr.
Tony Bayfield, Julian  Resnick and  Rabbi Shoshana
Boyd Gelfand. Sessions will be held at Reform
synagogues around the country:Sinai Synagogue;
North West Surrey Synagogue;  North Western
Reform;  Radlett & Bushey; Wimbledon  &  District;
Middlesex  New;  Kol  Chai;  Bromley and at
central West End Venues.  For further information,
and/or to book your place, please contact
Annie Simmons on 020 8349 5646 or email
Annie.Simmons@reformjudaism.org.uk

lvIOVEIVIENT  FOR  REFORM  JUDAISM
FREE HIGH  HOLY DAY TICKETS 5768
Free Tickets for Rosh  Hashanah & Yom  Kippur
Services at many Reform Synagogues across the UK.
This scheme is aimed at 18-30 year olds
Free student and young professional tickets
available (donation to shuls most welcome)
Three easy steps to joining synagogue services of
your choice:
1.  Pick the phone up and call Alyson Joseph on

020 8349 5666
2.  Request a shul from the list
3.  Ticket sent -Present ticket at shul
Contact:  alyson.joseph@reformjudaism.org.uk
For synagogue details, visit www.reformjudaism.org.uk

STERNBERG CENTRE ART CLASSES
The Sternberg Centre runs art courses from
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesdays. Classes are
held morning, afternoon and evening, exploring
different forms of media and techniques. All levels
of ability are welcome.For further information on all
courses: Tel: 020 8349 5724
email: june.Iewis@manorhousetrust.org.uk
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